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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, November 27, 1953

MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8,000

KaNt t t. h if • r, a ady, winiy, cold today, highest low
40's. Partly cloudy and colder tonight. Lowest 25. Tomorrow some cloudiness and
continua cold; high in the
low 40's.
mo/

Yol. LXX1V; No. 250

AGREES TO FOUR POWER MEET

ELECTRIC
GOODS

New Arrests
Promised In
Huge Robbery
e

8 -FBI

Nix '
,
-‘4,..sits In
Cey1
COLOIN
le on Nov T7 1171Vice Pres!,
,hard M. Nixon
arriVed tier"
veM
key ai r fro m
eoer
assured officials
dyent "wi l do a ll
geml
it can" to speed the evacuation of
Chinese Nationalist refugees from
the Burmese jungles.
The Vice President is touring
Asia as a good will representative
of President Eisenhower.
Nixon said Thursday that his
stay in Burma taught him that
Burmese officials are tremendously agitated over the refugee question and that they hold the United
States responsible because of U.S.
friendship for Nationalist Chinese
President Chaing Kai-Shek.
"The U.S. government is tar
from giving tacit approval to the
presence here of these foreign
troops," the Vice President said
today. "It is doing and will continue to do all it can to help accelerate the evacuation of the
Chinese irregulars."
The Chinese, most of them Nationalist soldiers, fled into Burma
when their homeland was conquered by the Communists. They
are now being - evacuated to the
Nationalist island of Formosa.
The Vice President was greeted
on his arrival by a swarm of demonstrators carrying signs with such
slogans as "Burma not a place for
Yankee warmongers"
A loudspeaker on a bus was blaring antiAmerican slogans.
Grinning broadly. Nixon walked
through the crowd, shaking hands
and swag %wreaking. -

BOSTON, Mass. Nov. 27.
agents today promised new arrests
in the $681,700 Danvers armored
car robbery.
At least two persons still at large
were belieVed involved in the
spectacular robbery, which occurred 20 months ago while three
guards sipped coffee in a drugstore.
George D. O'Brien, 43. his son.
George D. Jr., and his wife, were
arrested Wednesday. The elder
O'Brien was .charged with a federal robbery offense. His son and
wife were charged with receiving
stolen property. O'Brien's bail was
set at 8100.000. his son's at $5,000
and his wife's at $1,C00. Mrs.
O'Brien was released, however, to
care for the couple's younger children. Thomas 7, and John, 5.
O'Brien, an ex-convict who was
posing as a construction company
executive at the time of his arrest, was to be faced by two of
the armored truck guards, possibly
today. Another report said an eyewitness to the crime 4was being
brought to Boston to try and identify the dapper ex-convict
Most of the announced evidence
against O'Brien centered on his
sudden transformaticn from the
resident of. a walkup tenement
houge flat_ to • suburban squire.
The younger O'Brien was attendingathe Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he was looked
upon as the' brilliant son of a
ath.giThy executive.
The father. a Homburg-wearine
rural resident, led his neighbors te
believe he. had an important job
Federal officials said they had
recovered most of the loot, some
of it traced through microfilm records of $17,000 in bins being
transported in the armored truck
The following statement was refrom the Boston Federal Reserve
leased today by school officials ef
Bank.
‘. family was living the city and county schools in reThe O'Brien
the typicalIire of an upper•mtddte--gard to the Chrietmas Seal Sale.
"We. Huron Jeffrey, Zelna Carclass family When FBI agents arter. and Esco Gunter as superrested them. _
••
They had moved in January intendents of the schools of Calfrom the tenement house to a $25.- loway County, realize and appreci000 home in. suburban Wollaston. ate the value of education. This
is why we have given our support
A month after they moved to thear of the schools to the prevention
new home the FBI alerted their and control program of Tubercunext-door neighbor. druggist Ar- losis.
thur I.. McGilvray. to report on
''On
December 1st COUNTYtheir movements
WIDE SCHOS1L DAY FOR TUBERCULOSIS, the children in all
MeGilvray told agents the fami- the schools
will take part in the
ly appeared to be quiet -nod re- program. FACTS
ABOUT TUBERspectable. O'Brien. he said, was CULOSIS will be
the topic of the
the first man in' the neighborhood program.
to wear a Homburg hat.
"During the day each school will
visited by ladies from the community to laring the educational
message Christmas Seals Ituppert
the program on Tuberculosiseducations], case finding, rehabilitation
for the TIT patient and Important
FRANKFORT. Ky -Fifty-glx ar- medical research .
"These seals are the Golden
rests for fish and game law violations were made in the fgt As- rule in action for they benefit
trid during the month of October, everybody. In the true spir:t of
tEir Department of Fish and Wild- Christmas. let's all help our Calloway County_ Tuberculosis Aslife Resources reported today.
The 1st district is comprised of sociation fight this dreadful ells14 counties, among them, Callo- /M.-

ELECTRIC DEEP FRYER

Price was $29.95
Bargain Price

Now $22.97

Dormeyer Electric
Mixer - Juicer

$29.97

School Heads
Back Sale Of
TB Seals

Visualizer
G. E. Iron
It Presses
It Irons
Regular $12.95

$10.97
1.
Docoratee
Plaid

56 Violations
Are Reported

MODERN G.E.

CLANSMAN ALARM
Price was $8.95
Bargain Price
NOW $6.97

way County.
Of the 56 arrested. 37 were convicted In Calloway County, Conservation Officer J. 0. Reeves
had 1 arrest and no convictions.
licenses
1,728
were
All-told.
checked Aroughout the entire district during October.

Trim and Tidy
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ELECTRIC ALARM
Ivory finished cue
with luminous
al
hands and numerals. Positive alarm
signal. 3'
high.

,p3.97

Former Resident
Passes Away
Mrs Mandy' Edmonds. age CM,
.assed away last Friday in a hos)ital in St Louis. Missouri. Mrs.
7
.elmonds had been ill since the
broke her hip three yews ago
while visiting here. Her death was
'
-aused by pneumonia.
Her husband preceded._ her in
teeth twenty years ago.
Survivors include her daughter
Mrs Florence Kennerly of Murray route one; a granddaughter,
Mrs. Richard Scarbrough of Murray route one:
Mrs Edmonds was a member
of the Baptist Church The funeral was held Monday at 10.00a m in St Louis and burial was
in the St John's cemetery
She was a former resident of
this county and lived at Cherry
Corner.

Locust Grove
Church To Be
Dedicated

Camp Fund Will Build More Cottages

The
Locust
Grove
Baptist
Church dedication service will be
held on Sunday, November 29.
Everyone is invited to attend this
service which will be held during
the day.
Sunday school wiel be held at
10110 a.m. with the morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Lunch will
be served at noon at the church.
At 130 in the afternoon the
dedicatory service will begin. The
Rev.
sermon will be given by
Huron Richerson and the dedicatory prayer will be led by Rev.
L. V. H,ensore
Rev. D. F. Wiggington is the
pastor of toe church.

By FDWARD M. KORItli
United Press Staff Correspondent
PARIS. Nov. 27, ge-Thc Soviet
Union agreed today to meet with
Britain,' the United States and
France at Berlin as soon as possible to 'discuss the 'security of
Europe- and propose a five-power
meeting on world issues that would
include Red China.
This Kremlin maneuver immediately brought a squabblinteaCench
government to the edge of collapse
rarity
a
week-. before Premier
Joseph Laniers scheduled meeting.;
with President Eisenhower and
Prime Minister Winston Churchill
at Bermuda. •
Informed sources in
London
said the Bermuda eonrerence vaculd
take place despite any attenapts to
stop it.
.
Churchill called for a Quick,
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Poster prize
rori.h translation of the' Soviet
winners in the State Fira Prevennote handed to the Eng Three minContest, sponsored among
tion
isters in Moscow Thursday night.
Kentucley school children by the
Jr Washington Secretary of State
Department of Insurance's Fire
John Fosters, Dulles met with State
Division
Rates
and
Prevention
and
Deparlment officiate to discuss the.
were
associations
and insurance
Kremlin feeler.
•
made public here today.
77lier Soviets handed the eight..More
built
cottages
with
will
like
be
this
their
funds
by
Future
raised
Farmers
and
The grand prize winner, previpage ,note to the Western envoys
ompleted at the FFA State Camp, Hardinsburg, Ken- hi an obvious effort to prevent
ously announced, was Christine friends. This is one of seven
Baker, 11th grade pupil at Senior tucky.
the French
National Amembly
In addition to more cottages, other buildings and improvements are needed such as i from approving Laniel's European
High School, Owensboro. who will
receive the $50 cash Mize offered kitchen and dining hall, furnishings for buildings,
administration
building, water unity program.
by the K,entucky Association of lines, bath houses, shop and machinery building, directors residence etc.
By 5 a in. EST. Lanier:, governsecond
Agents. The
Insurance
The name of every donor that gives $5 or more will be engraved on a permanent ment was on' the ropes, the premHinton,
winner,
Jerry
prize
grand
plaque and placed in the net; administration building. Names of individuals con-,ier was threatening to resign and
12th grade pupil at Ahrens Trade
Foreign
George- Bidault
tributing
less than $5 will be engraved in a beautifully bound book and placed on In anger,Minister
a
receive
School, Louisville, will
turned in his resignapermanent
display.
$25 award from the Kentucky Astion-which, %kat; uot accepted.
Insurance
Contributions are deductable from income tax.
Mutual
of
sociation
The Russians proposed that the
Agents.
Berlin four-power meeting be held
Other prizes, offered by the Deto consider Germany and Euro.
partment of Insurance, include:
pear, security-in other words. the
Third-Larrie Walker, 5th grade
European
army
project
which
pupil at St. Vincent Academy, St.
world Communism has made its
Vincent, Union County. a $25 U S.
registered Jersey cow owned number one tareet.
Savings Bond, and fourth-a $10
Moscaw dropped its precious deby Murray State College. Murray,
Kentucky
Tickets
for
Invitathe
12th
Stiller.
cash prize to Maureen
has been rated a Tested Dam by mand that the four-power parley
tional
Tournament
Basketball
in
Higta
Dunbar
at
pupil
grade
the American Jersey Cattle Club. be preceded by or couple with a
Louisville December 28. 29 and 30
School, Lexington.
The distinction was awarded Mur- five-power meeting including ComCommissioner
are
now
on
sale
at
the business
In addition, 173 prizes were ofray Killingly Pearl for havipg munist China on 'internationli
fered on a district basis. The office at Murray State College.
three offirprine with official pro- tension."
prizes included a pen and pencil
This time the Sev'ete only serv- duction records.
Jack Frnst. Sr exec
Coach Harlan Hodges' Racers are
set to the prize winner in each one of
aamber if
averaged 10 the eight teams in the tour- ta y ef the It'.•• ray
cow's
progeny
The
division; a fountain pen to the
ney which will he played in the Commerce bas accented the le.si 999 penieds milk with 541 pound,
second place winner of each diCommtstleer 'if the Happy ValArmory in six doubleheaders, with
butterfat on a twice-daily-milking.
vision and certificated to those
two games each afternon and two
3I5-day mature equivalert basis.
mention.
honodable
receiving
each night. A champion and cons
The records were made under one
-Included were:
solation champion will be crownPi I Ian) PRESS
of the programs of official 'testing
Senior Division-Honorable mened.
The. Th i•
of the American Jersey Cattle
helidav Was
tion, James H. Etheridge, Hazel
Club which has its national head- merred by ,cree., of traffic. deaths
Other teams in the tourney are
High School; Intermediate Do•iquarters. located in Columbus. 0. as snow and freezine rain turned
sion -- Honorable mention, Anita Eastern Kentucky. Siena College.
many hiehWays into gla7:ed death
Houston,
Villanova,
Louisville,
The Tested Dam rating aids JerMcDougal, Murray Training.
tripe, accident reports showed _toWestern Kentucky and Xavier.
sey owners in the selection of
Afternoon
doubleheaders will
superior breeding stock. The three day.
But for most Americans the
start at 2 p.m. and evenin4 doublei tested progeny required' te Aunty
0
first peacetime Tharikenivins in
headers will start at 730 p.m.
a cow IS a Tested Dam may be
four years was nearly perfect.
No single game ticket.; will be
either three tested daughters or
with tynically hippy November
Wednesday's complete record fol- sold at the college business offices
three tested sons, or any combinaiventher in Northern Mates.
lows
Only season books gopd for all
tion thereof totaling three.
.A.-United Press tabulation show50
Census
games are now on sale They will
ed that at least 94 persons were
. ____._ 60
Adult Beds •
remain on sale through December
killed in auto accidents alone since
Emergency Beds
10
Afterwards all series will 4e
6 p.m Wednesday
Mieentlaneetis
4
aPaitients Admitted'
handled by The ticket office of
accidents took 27 lives for a total
Patients Dismissed _.... 3
the Jefferson County Ai mory in
of 121
1
New Citizens
Californi led all the states with
Patients admitted from Monday
Preston Ordway, business manaCHICAGO, Nay. 27, 11. -A Che- 11 traffic • death.. Nev York had
5:00 p.m. to Wednesday Noon:
ger at Murray State College, is
rokee Indian attacked by a rabid 10 and Florida 9.
Mrs. Hazel Douglas, Rt. 2, Farm- in charge of ticket book sales at
dog was located today with seven
Jumbo, 40-foot balloon fi„miree
ington; Mrs. Eunice Smith, Park Murray. Mail orders will be acdays left to save, him from a cer- of apacemen. clown
and comic
City, Ky.; Mrs. John Cullen Fut- cepted,---4( a self-addressed stamp'trip characters delighted children
tain and Ivirrible _death.
rell, Model, Tenn.; Miss Velma ed envestoope with cash or money
- The 43-year old restaurant work- in a crowd of about two million
Runelle Miller, Golden Pond; Mrs order for the number and type of
er,- Harry Snarr, walked intA the New Yorkers who lined up to
William Cherry and baby boy, tickets desired is inclosed
lara Irust. !..r
office,. Of the Chicago Son-Tirnes watch the traditional Macy', depFt. Henry, Tenn ; Miss Nellie Mae
Three types of books ate availand said he had seen newspaper artment store parade. ,
Wyman. 103 No 16th St., Murray; able. Books of the best seats
are Icy District of the Bay Scatit; of accounts
A similar affair, the annual J.
warning "Mister X" of
Mrs. Lewis Washburn. 1317 Vine priced at $13.50,
second best 8-0.50 America, according to art an- his peril.
.7. Nucleon Christmas parade. drew
St. Murray. Mrs. Earl Herndon and third best S7.50.
Single garr.e nouncement today.
He said he WO5 the man bitten 60.000 persons in Detroit
and baby boy, 309 Woodjawn Ave., rates are to
The Happy Valley District is a
be $2 50. $2.00 and $1.Although' the National Safety
by the rabid dog at dusk last FriMurray; Mr. Rip Fiser, 210 W.
part of the Four Rivers Council,
Council issued no prediction of the
day.
12th St., Benton; Mrs. Dewey
and comprises Calloway. Marshell
The victim hurried away before death total because it was .a oneCooper, Rt. 1, Hazel,
and Livinestone counties.
the
owner could get 'his day holiday, it had warned that
Mr. Frost accepted the poat so
name and thus he did not know wintry weather would make drivthat scouting in this immediate
that he was doomed without quick ing extremely hazardous.
-sieve-could be given a needed iminoculation.
petus.
In addition to his dirties asiereThe American Legion and the
ecutive-secretary
local RI-3131 3GE SAI F. IS
of -the
Auxiliary will have their annual
of Commerce. Mr. Frost PLANNED SATURDAY
L D Outland of Murray, Ken- Christmas party on Tuesday night Chamber
Is active in the First Methodist
tucky, has been elected to meni- December 1 at the American LeChurch and in other civic affairs.
Walter E Mischke, district
bership in7.aserican Aberdeen- gion home at the coiner of Sixth
The Business Gratd of the (IPP superintendent of the Paris DisAngus B Peden; Associatina at and Maple streets at 610 p.m.
of the First Christian Church will trict, will speak at the Sunday
hicago,
The ladies will furnish the supannounces
Secretaey
('LA DI UNDISPUTFD
have a rummage sale in the Rome morning service at 11 a m at the
Frank Richards
per and each one is asked to bring
ARCOI.A. Tex. aP-A sign in building on the !tenth side of the
South Pleasant Grove Methodist
Mr. Outland was one of the six a 50c gif%riir the Christmas gift an Arcola cafe gays: "We serve the
square, beginning at 1:00 a.m. Sat- Church.
purebred Aberdeen Angus breeders exchange f lowing the supper.
best chili in town" There is no urday.
elected from Kentucky during the
All veterans and their families chance for disagreement. The cafe
Articles to he donated my be
Rev. H. P. Blankenship, pastor of
past month to membership in the are cordially invited to attend the is the only one in the small elltaken In the blinding any time the church, urges everyore to atorganization
supper.
huge.
before rive o'clock toeav
tend,

Local Students
Get Honorable
Mention In Contest

7.

Tournament Tickets
Now On Sale At
Murray State
-

College Jersey
Jack Frost
Rated Tested Dam
New Boy Scott

Holiday Marred
By Accidents

;

Murray Hospital

.18

L. D. Outland Is
Elected To National
Angus Association

Indian With Rabies
Is Located

Legion, Auxiliary
Will Have Supper

Rev. Mischke To
Speak In County

r
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g
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French Government'rafters
As Ankince
-m
- ent-Is Made
ed notice that if the West accepted
the Berlin meeting. Foreign Minister
Vyaehesla v
M.
Molotov
promptly would raise the question of when the Red Chfnese
would be invited to join the discussions.
The Kremlin note also talks of
both sides' desire to preser ve
peace and repeats the familiar
arguments for the Soviet claim
to being a "peace-loving nation."
It specifically mentions Germany
in sayifig tho Baran meeting
would
consider
the
Kremlin's'
terms leave no doubt the Russians
will fight any move to activate a
European army which would put
500.000 Germans back in uniform.
The note ignored the Austrian
problem which was the enbject of
still another Western note to Moscow only two days ago. The west
has insisted that an Austrian peace
treaty be considered f imultaneously with German unification at
ahy four-power parley.
In ignoring the twci-titei%lous
Western invitations to hold a fourpower parley
, at Lugano, Switzerland to discuss Germany and Austria, the Soviets have insisted that
the question of Austria's' future be
handled "through normal diplomatic channels."

Manufacturing And
Employment Fails
In Normal Pickup
WASHINGTON IP - Fall busipace
ness is rolling along at
well above a year ago hut manufacturing and empire/me rt have
failed to show a usual seasonal
pickup, two government agencies
aaid today.
The Commerce Department reported in its monthly suraey that
"business continued actiee in the
opening weeks of the fall season"
with "relatively small changes" in
leading sectors of the ecenomy.
The
department
reeorted
"'moderate curtailment" in manufacturing prdduction, accompanied
by some layoffs. But it said these
were not "widespread" and a reduction in overtime took care of
"large part" of the entbacks.
On the employment front, the
Labor Department reported that
demand
for
dropped
workers
slightly in the past two months
in a period that usually brings an
increase in employment.
A-natjonwide survey of 149 areas
by the dcpartment's bureau of employmenti reported a "mild easing" in tabor demand in major
production and employment centers. Despite an increase in hiring
in some areas, the. bureau said
many sections "did not show the
usual employment upswing chatacteriatic of this period."
The Commerce Departmeid said
some industries were, LfIrreer" but
that "a number" cut beck production to put a brake on inventories.
It said retail sales in October
continued at September levels following modest declines in the two
previoa months.
Manufacturing- enders, -it sad,
held 'at August levels, in September but were 12 per cent below
last spring's high rate Manufacturers shipMents were six per cent
below the spring leVel.
A slight increase in new soft
good orders, the department sail.
were- more than offset by a drop
in new orders foe durable ironic
Overall new or es in Sertember
totalled
822.430, ui,000 cempar
to $24. 5I6,000.uui he 'same morth
a year agh.
The employment survey showed
enough of an inerease in employment to change its rating from
an area of "moderate labor surs
plus" to "balanced labor Supply.".
This was due to stepped up activity for the winter tourist reason.
On the other hand, employmeet
in the "key centers- of Buffalo,
Cleveland. Detroit, Louisville. Milwaukee Pittsburgh and San Diego
fell off

$1,500 In Prizes-Saturday-2:00 p. m.-Courthouse
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LIMES, MURRAY, INENTUUILY
BOY BITES DOG

P01111

LONDON a.P- "News was made'
by Dan Sullivan of greenwicir
today. He bit a dog. •
It happened when his bull tete-tier started a fight with a scuttle
owned by nine-year-old t'at
Thursby. Pat screamed as the hull
terrier sank .it as teeth into the
scottie's throat. Thats when Sullivan went into action. He bit his
dog's ear. The startled terrier let
out a howl and let go of the Scottie. A woman bystander fainted.

-
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1953 '
threattalied him with a knife, or
TOOTH IRKS I:131
____ _
took his $185. What irked Lott
BUFFALO. N.Y. 01-- Burnett was that William ran off with a
Lott, 48, told City Court it wasn't old tooth he knocked out of, so much that Thomas William:, '20. Iset's m outh.
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BEWARE

TODAY'S SPORTS PARADE

All Plastic Pipe Is
NOT Alike.

We reserve the right to reject* any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
or Public
Voice !terns which in our opinion are not for the best Interest
at our readers.

.4 I

6611116

Reg. U.S. Pad Ott
credit that they won the all-time
By OSCAR FRALEI
hullers or five in a row without
United Preen Sports Writer
-FRIDAY, isioir-EMBER 27, 1953
—
NEW YORK If'- Al Rosen of a big oun As for Rosen. imagine
winkling unanimously :4.:;:inst a
the Cleveland Indians proved to- team
wan tnat sort of a record.
day
has
that
big
he
feet.
TVA IS A "YARDSTICK"
He earaed It by leading tie maio:s
Back in 1a50, when he took ovcr with 145 runs batted in and pacChas. E. Wilson, president of General Electric Corn- third base from the popular Ken ing the
American League with 43
ai eltner, one of the latter's tiuu homers and 113 cunt as well as
pany, (not the Secretary of Defense) proposes that the Kd
ed up to Rosen and said scorn- finishing second to Micl:ey Vergovernment "sell” TVA to private interests.
fully:
I non of Washington in batting by
We put the word "sell" in quotation marks because it "That's a pretty big pair of ' one slim point. .336 to .337.
shoes
you're trying to Oil, young
is difficult for us to consider what he 'proposes
Rosen credits it to another deas a
"sale." We would call it a "proposed gift," if we want! partment in which he had to 'try
Rosen. known to his teammates again"-this one marital. He was
ed to use polite language. If we wanted to tell what we las ;Tim" because of self-contlmarried in 1948 at Kansas City but
- dence which approaches cockiness it didn't take. Last fall he wed
actually think of it we would call it a "steal."
•
Eugene (Checkers) Smaldone
Terry Blumberg.'a Miami co-ed.
Mr. Wilson t.dmits hiA scheme would be mostly a book- !grinned and shot back:
GASTON DOMINIC! (above) is
-rye got pretty big feet." That "Being able to come I', sine, see
•
the 76-year-old farmer of Digkeeping transaction as no capital would be involved.
A GAMBLING and racketeering
!self-apprdiba- I was substantiated someone smiling, eat
home- career
ne, France. who admitted killvarious
Interrupted
by
Rosentday
was named
di cooked.meal-and ,relax." he says,
He would apply for a billion dollar charter and "sell" thuelly
ing British nutrition expert
incarcerations apparently Is
American
il yasLeRaoguen's -a
"is'the seer et."
Sir Jack Drummond, Lady
*The Pipe With
all of that amount in common stock to be paid for•with I
brothers
Smaldune
the
for
over
able player.. And it also goes to
Drummonfi and their 11-yeargovernment bonds--Tvhich are already Outstanding. He I 030w the effectiveness of the 0!•-i But Al the "Flip- also ea'. credit of Colorado They each gut a
•
•
•
The Stripe
old daughter Aug. 5, 1952 The
those big feet and his determina- jolt of 60 years In federal prison
would then pay for the electric system with the govern- saw that if at first don't succeed, tion. Without
Drummond, were camping
them he'd be' jest for jury bribing growing out 4rtry
and
try
again.
200 yards from Dominment's own- bonds.
a tax evasiou trial of Eugene "about
I Because when Rosen first adopt- another happily-married ball playici's farm home and Sir Jack
(interneturnai)
Denser.
in
er.
Carlon Pipe Is Now
So far as we were able to determine there would be no ed baseball as a career, back in,,
caught Dommici spying on
1942.
he
was
told
that
lic
never
Dominici's
Drummond.
Lady
limitations on the "bonds for stock" exchzknge 'svhich'
STRIPE.D
would make a ballplayer. At that
two sons told French police
_ means, of course, that General Electric, or some other time. -Flip- tried out for the Bo,-he_was Xiller. (international)
private -power firm, or grouP of them wdith money in_ tun Red sox farm club at Dan.
REGULATIONS
For/Positive Identification
vested in government bonds, would merely swap ,them vale, Va., and his debut •s•as
from spectacular.
•- .
HOUSTON. Tex. flfs—The UnC-for "TVA Power Company" stock.
Naturally theyi A hitch in the Army, including
versity of Houston's Dormitore
PROTECT YOURSELF
Council has issued the touov.-ieg
would insure themsekes control by getting 51 percent seLvice on the beach during the
ti'.
on
regulations for necking
or-the stock while the rest would be issued in driblets to ditasion of Okinawa. interrupted
campus.
While all Plastic- pipe. Jook
ills diamond carve:. But When he
the bond-owning public.
•
!returned. Rosen showed th. doubt"1. Area outside of 'D' and 1.
,
alike--:Iley are not alike.
dorox.. reception roors approvt.1
The company would expect to pay its share of leder- 1 ers that he had prospects lie was
1 the minor league player of the
for goodnight kisses only
Some will give off offensive
al income taxes, or rather it would make it appear that ;year at Pittsfield in 1946: the most
-2. Cullen Boulevard, side of di
way. Actually the present and future power consumers 1 valuable player at Oklahoma city
dorm. recommended.
tastes and odors. Carlon
-3 Cars in dorm parking lot
e. .l
uambelericapr,ia so
in the Tennessee Valley would pay 14 percent more for 'in 19477 and the
mist
-White Stripe- is guaranteed
only if we can see your beads
af•t'eic cal;
electricity so- the company would have that much to pay Kansas City in 1949.'
showing over car seat.
'
:Lot to give off an odor or bad
"All other areas are taboo Don't
I Yet three times Rosen was geld
government.
go
abetwirrecking the 'leder,'" by
'The Tennessee Valley area would have nothing to of- t
tmte of any kind.
actridsowbe
using the tabor, area'
before
il rtstl.hygrat:e
nf
hehthee made
h.
fer industries in the way of chest" , power because the 1 by Slung Keltnees shoes at thud
"TVA Power Company" would have_to get the consent',baso- ,
CARLON PLASTIC PIPE is guaranteed
s sce
howhe took over how( ver he
of all state utilities boards for permission to raise rates !h.Sin
ed ever-increasing promagainst rust, rot and electrolytic corrosion.
up to what the average is for the rest of the country so lie. In his rookie year of 1950, the
CARLON FLEXIBLE PIPE will not burst
it could pay taxes and earn a reasonable profit for I man whose nose varies'tn contour
;from week 'to week because of a
stockholders.
•
or be injured from freezing
:eat dozen busted schnozzles. led
Mr. Wilson does not say the reason TVA is attractive is the American League in home
Friendly Finance
:runs with,37. In 1952 he 'paced
because it already
• earns a profit in spite of giving cus506 West Main
r.ins battomers low rates. In other words: it is a "yardstick". It ithe AiDericar. Le.gue
Phone 1180
was meant to be one and there is nothing the private redIt in
compliment, therefore, to
with1°5.
is a
605 South 4th
Call 197
MURRAY,
KY.
power inaustry hates like-it does a "yardstick." TvA tboth the world champion Net
aunt!
Y
ers
i
v
has "depressed" electric rates everywhere, which is what
Rnseel
that he
and arost."valblr
THE CAPTIVE Navy goat, Bilty, seems less tense here than the
the late Senator George Norris iptended for it to do.
!player of the American League
Army mule, Har.nioai, as the two meet muzzle to muzzle at
West Point. N Y. where Hay was spirited after being goat• It is amusing that the private power interests have In l3-and by a unamicius vote
naped Later Billy was sent [Mei( to Annapolis, and no butts
been saying for years that TVA is a losing propositiontcir t the a first time in th-: history
about' it. All this mascot acti.ity was a prelude to the annual
d,
when it is so anxious.to buy it out. It has been our ob- As for the Yankees. it is their
(international auuneipnotoi
Army-Navy football game.
- --servation that investors are not out looking for losing I
propositions. Also that they will bi y a profitable one
regardless of how much money may be involved. Especially if they can trade something they already have
BURLEY TOBACCO GROWERS
for sometiTing.tte law gives them the right to earn twice
RS much profit.
And if we wanted to make a practice of trading government property for government bonds there are enbugh
The Burley Sales Will Open In Mayfield On Tuesday,
of them outifanding to buy all the public parks, the
December 1 and Sales Will Be Held Each Tuesday and
postoffice department and Possibly the army, navy and
air force. Why not trade them all and let the governFriday thereafter until the burley season closes.
ment get out of debt?

HEE-HAW, YOU GOT GOATNAPED

'as

LOANS

,
Ellis Pump & Pipe Company

SKYRAY PUT THROUGH PACES ON CARRIER

Safer Cough Relief

BAD MIsTaKI

dr.,. e • :J fad to Ise'p
OMAHA. Ned 1P'-Rey Kr.:
'de,your -ough or ..hco co:J don.
Earkley 34. also, George Popoe:•.
helpsafe.
only
Creolouision contains
topped re tee
fat. prosen inredients and on oar- -ras•Awdr—r whatecotws to daturts n.,lurc s ptosess. It :crulatr for a taxicab and hailed
goes into the hrom.h.:al ssstem to •44 it
nature soothe and heal raw, tenderg •••1••••--r)ffice•rs Robert Gentleman :Ind
inflamed brnr.ch.al membranes filar- 'Chan les
,Reese r.-cosr.lzed Ba-kl, y
anteed to plea‘e Of sour druggist reorn a • descripti• Tr of a 'our. lary
lard. mores (- :row .,••en h., stood fr
-e.pect '•roadea51 earlier and
him tr: enter.
At the police :station 13 •
Co.son Chet/ C•41% Ace,
A
f‘ I made a mot

CREOMULSION

THE U. S. NAVY'S new F-4-D Skyray leaves end of the flight deck of carrier Coral Sea during
evaluation testa off Norfolk, Va. The carrier-based Interceptor was flown by LL Comdr. James B.
Yerdin, Navy test pilot who on Oct. 3 set a new world speed record of 75:14 mph in the Skyray at
(International Boandphoto)
Thermal. Calif. Skyray Is first carrier plan, to told record.

IKE MADE AN HONORARY DOCTOR OF LAWS

Two big, well-lighted warehouses in Mayfield are now
receiving burley for the opening sales, and for the convenience of the growers these warehouses will remain
open Nov. 28 to receive tobacco.

•

al*•

Buyers for all the major tobacco companies will be on
the market here during the season.
The two Mayfield warehouses where burley will be
sold are large and there is plenty of room for sales and
storage between sales. ...

60.

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.'I
•

ATTENTION!

Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 CYClock
November 24, 19; ,

New Enterprise Warehouse

OTAI, HEAD 711.
Me.iiurn Q1iii!.y Butcher rattle
Vat Ute,s ( „inner-, ar.d Cutters
k.A1,S
itucY Veak •
0. I Vea Is
2 Veals
hrowouts
Igffr

•••••16...

15.00-18.00
14.00-19.00
9,00-1`)(01
4.00 12.99

Farmer's Floors

•
21.10
22.571
10.10
8.50-17.1-0

to 250 pounds

21

MAYFIELD, KENT UCKY
J. B. Humphries
after rece'olng the
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER le shown In Washington with high Roman Catholics
e of doctor or laws at a special coma...anon at catholic university. From left: Ed1,,,norary degr,
Cardinal
ward Cardinal hirodliey, Detroit; Samuel. Cardinal Stench. Chicage; the President; James
(International/
McIntyre,Los Angeles; Most ftev. Amleto Giovanni Gicognani, apistolic delegate.

••••

46••••••
•••• •••••••••••.r...,

J. M. Tripp

_
Ir""'47‘11 "ft -111111

••••
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liccatwied nun with a knife, or

(6.0444Ati

ARE

NORTHWEST UP 32.4.
/1,170 TO 11,549

DELHI.N.Y, 41a—Four Long Is—
land hunters stopped their car arid
began aiming at "bears" along the
roadside. The men put away their
guns when farm owner Carl Hin—
aman told them to leave his Black
Angus cows alone.

*PJP

PJP

*PJ

CENTRAL UP 37.5%
11,289 TO 11 773
MIDDLE EAST UP 29.6`•
II 446 TO 5I 874

FAR WEST UP 5.9'
$1,449 TO 11,969

HOUBIGANT

COWS NOT BEARS

,

SOUTHWEST LEADS IN PER CAPITA INCOME RISE

Harrison county home tnakeys
clubs have goals as follows: More
county telephone, a rock road to
every farmstead and greater user
of electricity on farms.
-

.00k his $185. What irked Lott
was that William ran off with a
gold tooth he knocked out of,
mouth.

?AGM THUS

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

t6.,

QUELQUES FLEURS

c Pipe Is
Alike.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

,HAND LOTION TRIO

rtc a rve d
DI
SOUTHEAST UP 39.b•
1803 TO 11,121

$i,211 12 $1439

plea tea

*The Pipe With
The Stripe

While mu& livestock- was sold,
due to drought, most farmers in
Franklin county are keeping their
best breeding' animals.
Tom E. Baldwin and son. Madison county, harvested 64 husnels
of red clover seed from 14 acres.

SCOTT DRUG

e Is Now
1 P E.D

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

Identification

-

Superior Ambulawa Service
EquIPPed With Oxygen

YOURSELF

THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME'

311 N. 4th St.

,stic. pipe Jook
are not alike.
e off offensive
>dors. Carlon
is guaranteed
an odor or bad

PIPE is guaranteed
lectrolytic corrosion.
PIPE will not burst
eezing

Murray, Ky. Phone 98

SPECIAL

d.
4

MURRAY SELF SERVICE
WASH1NGETTE
We will wash 15 lbs. for $1.00 Each Wednesday and Friday. Located South 5th
Street back of Ice Plant, Phone 1171

Pipe Company
Call 197j

WHO WILL BE FIRST

:Las=

PARKER'S JEWELRY
Murray's Oldest
Since 1895

Down Concord

Wav

1

was finally unable to ry again
and perished.
Maybe a Bible illustration would
have been better for adults, but
youngsters could understand how
continueal yielding to modern tomtations for the sake of fleeting
popularity was like selling feathers for earth worms.
LToyd
and
Spiceland
Linus
Loyd
accompanied
Thompson
basket
ppiceland to his Kuttawa
ball game to see Freedonia beaten
the first time this season. One of
Kuttawa's players scored 48 points
during the game which ended 63
to 77 in Kuttawa's laver at a
But for a really restful visit
$260 00 house.
give us a sturdy old house wh,..re
Mr. andeMrs. Oury Lassiter and 'children have romped happily,
Mr. and Mrs., James Riley Las- where timily and friends can resiter of Louisville, motined downl lax and- where even dila dog is
In Riley's new car, for a short happy.
visit with Mr. Gardie Lassiter last
CHATTERBOX
weekend.
Sidney Weeks is being honarably discharged from the Air Force and is soon returning homerto
help his mother get the store at
Concord- teady to sell, since his
father's death. We don" like to
think of the Weaks family Moving away.
Mr: and Mrs. Cordie IR,us,hings
called on Mr. and Mrs. rd -Lovins
Sunday aft...rnoon. We're so glad
Condit is able to be aboad again•
Friers& and relatives of Mrs.
her
Akre Thompson surpris.ed
with a birthday dinner at her

November 19 1953
This has been the most idaal
fall Weather I ever remember,
though lacking sufficient rainfall,
of course. But crops are much better than people hoped for and we
have so much to be thankful for
as the Thanksgiving season nears,
that we like to read Psalms, especially the 147th, for it expresses
what we cannot say.
Our hearts were sad last week,
because we went to Memphis.
Tenn., to see the navy nephew
leave again for San Diego. . but
all those who have ever had loved ones leave for service know
what such experiences are.
Saturday evening, I was one of
the many who went to Martin,
Tenn., to attend the Paris District
Youth Rally.
I did not know there were an
many young people attending any
church these days as tilled to overflowing as was the First Methodist Chureh at 'Martin.
And the message by Dr. Ernest
Thomas urging, the young people
to hold fast to their ideals and
christian teachings, was well worth
hearing.
We shall not soon forget the
fable he used about the sly fox home Sunday.
The Thompson's home, vatich
who offered the earth worms for
the skylark's feathers, and the was the old Crass place, is reachfew feathers for worms until he ed by a winding road Lading in.

-a

*Parker's Jewe,Jry

SORIAISSV`13 ZILL 11V311

BAD SERVICE ... ......
10 a peaceful valley rrprn which no
other house can -be 'seen..
SACRAMENTO. Calif. AP-- A
a get to- jury awarded Mrs. Anne Clark
But when we enj
gether at - one of these comfortable, $3,000 damages Tuesday for being
old fashioned farm homes, and served a pot of hot coffee she had
come away feeling so relaxed no ordered.
front just sitting and talking with
Mrs. Clark testified she first was
old acquahatanees, we are remind- Serverd fried •potatoes instead of
ed of Timothy -6,'-which reads, the hominy grits she ordered aid
"But Godliness with Contentment• when she complained the waitress
is Great Gain."
coffee-the
unordered
served
strayed a tang way 'right on top of my head "
We have
at least from contentment in this
modern age. When each tries to
out rival thelkother itesEruilding the
most up to ate house.
If callers drop by for a moment
they often go away mentally comparing their own house with the
finer one, therefore they go away
discontented and bitter.

Pleases!

EDISON IS A FAMOUS
NAME IN SEWING
MACHINES, TOO!

GIFT
HANDKERCHIEFS

Edison Sewing Machines are guaranteed
for 20 years
SHE WANTS AN EDISON!
(Priced from as low as $65.00 up)
All Available models now on
Display At

Murray Gift Shop
National Hotel

ELECTRIC
KENTUCKY
COMPANY
100 North 4th
Call 1087-J

Mena' and Womens'

Now Dodge
brings you

WEST

PowerFlite!

Newest, smoothest, most powerful of all transmissions

'SMOTHER PROOF.BTY BLANKET
—• a —

TO SCOOP UP THESE GREAT
CHRISTMAS GIFT VALUES!

(ON!
WERS

)4(
•

8111.0VA
THE

WORLD'S

WATCHES

FINEST;

IEWELRY
* AMAZING
BUYS

ield On Tuesday,
ach Tuesday and
on closes.
Nayfield are now
and for the conuses will remain

Famous for Over 100 Years

Russell Albert Parker, Mgr,

region', of the U S. from 1946 to 1952 is inRISE IN PE'.4 CAPITA income in principal geograptircar
lower left. Biggest gain was made In the
dicated on this map National average up shown In box at
Delaware scored the biggest gain,
Southwest, with the Southeast • close second. Among states,
Columbia each topped the 50 per cent mark.
569 per cent. Arizona, Louisiana and the District of

Soothing, nomsticky, richly
scented Quelques Hears Hand
Lotion ... perfect fur hrelge
prizes, party favors ... Of ICI,
enjoy yourself!

LEAVE COURT AFTER THIRD DAY
saKIDNAP-KILLUS Carl Austin Hall and Bonnie Heady leave court
after the thi?,. day of their trial In Kansas City, Mo., for kidnaping and murdering 5-year-old Bobby Greenlease. At right
Is Mrs. Nellie Baker, aunt. of Mrs. Heady and the defendant's
sole defense witness, testifying.
/international Souialtaiotusi

U. S. OVERALL UP 35.31

$1.00

Guaranteed and Registered

Neer 54 Dodge Royal V.8 Club Coupe
with stepprod-up 150-hp. Red Rom VI engin*,
looci4lc5.cen. equ.p.nons and p.coo

•

COMPACTS,
LIGHTERS,
* APPLIANCES, SILVERV4-ARE
AND GLASS

NEW '54 DODGE V-6 WITH POWERFILITE DRIVE SETS 12 OFFICIAL
AAA RECORDS FOR SPEED AND ACCELERATION, 53 RECORDS
FOR STAMINA AND ENDURANCE AT TOP SPEED 72-HOUR RUIN

-

6'?
0 ,14
,

ow•

$125.00

4

panies will be on

e burley will be
Im for sales and

Fully Automatic ... Fully Proved

.5.

- 1)
7
*
.c.'4>•'

•

MADISOM
.....

sew

blanket Invented by mannfacturer
IT'S A NEW .smotner proor
1.360 babies accidentally suffothat
out
points
who
Turk,
Jack
i
Rings are attached to each side
cated In their cribs last year.
on the vertical crib bars,
I of the Mknket and slip up and down jiaternationai 'Sountiphutoi
keening baby from getting tangled.

In 6576 miles of night-and-day driving at an average of need)
shattere4
1110 miles an hour, the '54 Dodge with PowerFlite
every existing record for cars in its class and division.
No other automatic transmission in any American car, regard
official
less of price, has ever traveled so far so fast by the
Association!
Automobile
American
the
records of
Here is proof that PowerFlite gives you dependability anci
performance unmatched by any other automatic transmission'

U.N. ENVOY LODGE UNDER GUARD

10 Diamond Duo
$375.00

Now ()alp v4 Wins *words

America's1
The famous Dodge.
fully-automatic Pow

Vet• ,•s.,taal
Amtl-magn.t.e. INV 5.144
wee.. Ntral
sad* handl II CM
Ilawe
Distirocned fore. 64 motto* pee

301 S. 4th Streq.

•
•
•

F4.P4-PY

Peenerflote and Powyr Stwing a., °phenol earegontrnt Moor moderate
extra cost bongs lasting rewards on dri-rong leleasaore

0006E

TAYLOR MOTOR

•

F.40 FP —Co py

Ram V-8 engine and new
Flis•e Drive were "made for

3 GREAT SERIES
SIX
ROYAL V-8 • CORONET V-8 AND SIX • MEADOWBROOK V-8 AND

CLIPPER
II *welt
Sofelefeeme. wswiite•

Ambassador to the United NaINENRT CABOT LODGE, United States
conferring with President Eisentions, leaves the White Muse after
seat of the State Department car.
hower'. A detective sits in the front
over Lodge against the posA 24-hour guard has been maintained
Rican Nationalist movement.
sible attack by elements of the Puerto

or
•
•
•
•

Performance Team!

Come take a PowerFlite drive in a new '54 Dodge! Discover
the newest, smoothest, most powerful of all automatic transmissions. No clutch to press, no gears to shift! And try new
Dodge full-time Power Steering, too. It's truly the greatest!

NEW '54

$5r

J. M. Tripp

r &geed and Indrorence on lannnevolle Safi Flea

waled
each other". . . . pr etly matt-keel, perfectly
operation.
for flashing perform nce, trouble-free

Costume Jewelry
$1.25

Cigarette Lighter
$11.00
Buy on our convenient
LAY-AWAY PLAN!

nobas

CO.
Phone 1000

N--
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Homer Rice, owner of a 600-acre
the
farm in Garrard county, won
District Master Pastureman contest.
Fainters in Fulton county sowed
grasses, legumes and cover crops
1 2 inches of rain Oct. 26.
Mrs. Jesse Parker opened her
-Advance Through SufTering In
The regular monthly merting of after 1
Homethe Kirksey Homemakers Club
Korea" was the theme of .the pro- home for the Paris Road
Nowas held in the home of "Mrs.
gram ' presented at the regular makers Club for the all day
meeting of the Woman's Mission- vember meeting.
Jackie Trees an Tuesday with ;en
five
menibers sect
Fourteen
all day meeting.
:11y ilapciety of the Menierial Baphurch held Monday even- visitors were present .to receive
Cat
Mrs. Paul Paschall gave the defrom
making
Business & Professional Women's Club Has
hat
in
ns
instructio
met seven-thirty o'clock at the
votion using Psalm 100 after which
Pat
Mrs.
and
Steely
Alice
Mrs.
church.
prayer was led by Mrs. Jackie
Birthday Celebration; Organized In 1947
Thompson..
Treas. The roll call was answered
Mrs. Velvin Allbritten was in
Mrs.
Service;
Freedom"
Doran,
F.
A.
had
Mrs.
For
ty;
y
frames.
Prosperit
"Build
Twenty-three hat
Mr and Mis.
hi::Len.ore it nee 's parent, Mr. and Mrs.
of the program. Others takby fifteen members. Five visitors
for 19M ana 1934 of ;Ethel Bowden (deceased', second charge
and only eleven
Tenth is the motto
and son,. "v, .are spendtfig—the Charlie
were Mrs. S. E Byler, been ordered
part
present were Miss Rachel RowFarmer, North
•ing
F.
DorA.
Mrs.
al
eia.Thip;
Piefesslon
hats
tern:re-Tr
rneetiag. Eight
Business end
the
Williams, Mrs. Al- came for the
Mildred
• Mrs. Carlin Riley, Mrs. Isiah
lidays with rela- Street.
Miss
land,.
Thanksgivire
Courage.
which
Min,
an, seco
were begun on that day.
Women's. Club of Murray
•••
0.
J.
ReeveSi
Mrs.
tives in Dettser, Mich. They were
Mrs. Jack Cain and Mrs.
Taylor,
tied
Trees,
p
Fellowshi
Mrs. Grady Miller,
celebrated its twenty-sixth birthThe members decided to have
Voris
Mrs.
and
Mrs. James Pierce
Melugin
Riley.
Noel
Mrs.
Ralph
accumpaeied by Mrs. MeLemore's
reLinn
Melus
Lassiter,
Mr. and Mrs.
aid Peace; Mrs. Price
month.
a bake sale to raise money for the was welcomed as a new member.
sister and brother. Mites Lester turned home Tuesday after being day thia
Humphreys Sanderson.
The ineettng adjourned at
club was organized in No- Preparedness; Mrs.
club.
The
Grisham and Mr. Perry Grisham Calledto Memptus.
The main lesson on "Making
This devotion was given by Mrs. three-thirty o'clock.
vember of 1927 witti'about twenty Key. Victoies-und Unity; Mrs. Myrgf Rogerville, .Ala.
Hat" was given by Mrs. Herthe
of Mrs. Linn'; brother, charter members with Miss Way ll J. W.eic
and Hope; Mrs. Will Shelton followed with prayer
y
death
e
l
h
W
be
will
the
meeting
December
The
•••
. "Jesus
Wilkerson
Miss
Cate
Darnell and Mrs. Hugh Ging;
Mrs.
by
man
Tolerance
its
in
Thuntran,
tal
H.
T.
R.
J.
instrumen
Lee C. Maddox.
Mrs.
of
home
Williams being
held at the
•••
the
for
song
WMU
civil defense lesson was
the
,
The
Mt.
.,Rachel
first
Saves",
ks.
Spending Thanksgiving in McPeace;
its
Lung,
as
Elsie
acting
on
be
organization and
Taylor. The lesson will
given by Mrs. Jackie Treas.
kenzie, Tenn., wern Mr. J.D. SexMr. and Mrs. J. W. Cobb have I president. according to the article Rowland. Underetending and Pad- year, was sung by the group..
trimming hats.
•••
ton and Misses Ruth and Frances returned to their home in Nash- cencerning the club in the .
ence; Mrs. Garnett Junes, DillMrs. Hugh M NIcElra,h pres-iA delicious meal was served it
k's visit
Sexton who were the guests of ville. Tenn.. after a
gence and Charitae Miss Tennie dent, presided at the meeting., The
the noon hour and the afternoon
NAMES OMITTED
tor' of Calloway County"
and society is forming a new circle,
Confidence;
there daughter and sister. Mrs. with, his sister, Mrs. Luttier MsLls
was spent with the members makIn the Calloway County history Breckenridge,
The names of Mrs. Howard ing hats.
J. W. Atkins, Mr. Atkins and and Mr. Mills. and her sister. Mrs. the article further states that the MeS. Lucille Ross, Progreso.
the Young Mettle's, with Mrs. Al
Thurmond
Ed
near
Mrs.
0111a mid
laughter. Nancy Dudley.
Jeff Byrd and Mr. Byrd
Other officers of the club for Altman as chairman.
purpose of the club is the promoThe next meeting will be held
•• •
were: not listed in the article in
Sedalia. The Cobbs and the Byres tion of the community interest and this year are Mrs. Modelle Talent,
The meeting was closed. with
day on Tuesday, December 15,
all
Nopiled relatives near Mayfield and life among the working women of recut.dialg secretary. Mrs. Mary erayer by Mrs. NLEIreth after Tuesday's paper about the
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M
home of Mrs. Macon Blanthe
in
of the Music Dee
Allbritten, corresponding secretary, which tea and pine hone) cakes vember meeting
rear are spending the Thanksgiv- Other places.
the
town.
Members will exchange
kenship.
•••
• ea
treasurer, and were served to the nineteen mem- partment of the Murray Woman's Christmas gifts. All members are
ing holidays with their daughter,
The club now has a merribershiP Miss. Vivian Hale,
as
Bertserved
ladies
two
Earl
These
Elton
Club.
Mr. and Mrs.
has -as Mrs; Betty Vinson, echo editor.
Mr!. Law M. Mobleyeand family
tiers and. three visitors present.
urged to be present and visitors
of • near1-9- one hundred and
hostesses with other ladies named
diii aere - Abe , parents of a son.' its civic projects for the current
of Washington. Georgia.
welcome.
CoMihittee izi.sairwomen are Mrs. The pine honey cakes which are
pounds
7
the
at
•••
;sleeting.
Steven Line, weighing
year: Promoting a Civil Defense Myrtle J. Wall. Mrs. Ann Wood, one of the main things served in
No-1
y.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles V Farm- 9 ounces, born Wednesda
ISIteray and Calloway Mrs. Marc'Churchill, Mrs. Marjorie Korea were baked by Mrs. AllbritI Program fur
, _,
e
er and daughter, Patricia. of vember 23, at the Murray Hospit- l and ir'aising funds through
Shroat Hine, • Mrs. Vclia:a Roberts, ten.
Chicago. Ill., are speneang the al. The Ilerndene reside at 309 of mops and also through the sale Mrs. Wizen:* Outland, Mies Rachel
trnua Rowland, Mrs. Ruby Peed, Mrs.
ith Dr Wee dl.,e- n, Me:ray.
Model RS-38
Thanksgivine holideys
! of fruit cakes at Christmas
New Low Terms
Green and gold are the club Rebecca Churchill, Mrs. Lva M oreach ris, Mrs. Desiree Hosick. and Me
-.1 celors and meetings are bald
at Effiel Ward.
third Thursday in each month
House. i
the Murray Woman's Club
Club is federa-..-1
* Murray
!
th
i
.T
The goals of the club are: Elevatel,..
the stare and notional ch.:,
aw l,.
st,mciards for women in business li
is can ying on its Work
pftwoo«0
fvo•Krua,'
.ind the professions; promote the cooperation wall the national propiofeesion
and
interest of business
grems. During the week et Octoof
TT
al women; bring about a spirit
ber 11-17 the iocal club joined
coperation; extend opportunities by with other clubs across the- nation
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Progi
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Nationally Advertised Colorful

LINEN SHOWER

T1
hour
, act
'Senn
and

W rah!

r, •

40 PIECES
Retail Value $3277
IrG(T THIS BEAUTIFUL CANNON LINEN
SHOWER WITH THIS LOW PRICED
FULLY AUTOMATIC (BOSLEY

UNDERTOW AGITATOR WASHING— re

4 Giant Both Towels
711/.4 Face Towels
4 Foc• Cloths
6 Guest Tow•Is
6 Tea Towels
6 Cerh Cheths
6 Rot Holders
2 DoJble-tted Sizir
Percale Sheets
) -2 Fertile Pillow Case-

- LS
R-SONA
PE—

I

1,4

Ammilimak
Lakeiiew.Drive-ln
THURStiAY-Sc FRIDAY
John Wayne in
"RED RIVER"
with Montgomery Clift,
Walter Brennan and
Joanne Dru

FLOAT -FLUSH DRAINING -

VACUUM DRYING -c.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1:00-5:00 p. m.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1:30-5:30 p. m.
Free Gifts

-''-oil

Balloons For The Kiddies

SATURDAY ONLY
5239.95
Small Down Payment
1,1: r.

Lir

Only $10.00 a Month

Double Feature
"TWO GALS AND A GUY"
WiAh Robert Aida, Janis
Paige and James Gleason

MILLER FUNERAL HOME

James Ellison in
"I KILLED GERONIMO"
with Virginia Herrick

LARRY KERLEY COMPAN Square

Phone 135
••••

••..- VW&

Phone 105

Hazel, Ky.
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-acre
• Rice, owner of a 600
r Garrard county, won the
Master Pastureman contest.
sowed
s-.•rs in Fulton county
crops
, legumes and cover
1 2 inches of rain Oct. 26.

Mama, .1•=/•/....

LIKED TO TALK
'

NEW!
rigidaire

7 FOR SALE

deluxe
irifty-30"Range

ULTERIOR

CHICAGO (11.1-John McMahon,
32, was put under court supervisOKLAHOMA CITY.- A local
ion for a year Monday on a dis- attorney hired an arntaance before
orderly conduct charge after Mrs. engaging his divorced wife's hcar
Elizaqeth Drake, 55, expkained he friends in a fist fight.
telephoned her 100 times a day.
He had himself chauffeured in
Mrs. Drake said she hired a tel- the ambulance to his former wifes
ephone answering service to han- home and said to her boy friend:
dle the calls but the firm gave "I brought this ambulance along
up after a week because a had and I paid the freight. One of us
to' assign an operator full-time to its going to ride to the hospital."
her line.
Then the attorney swung and
McMallioi said a friend had told missed. The boy friend did,i't ins
him Mrs. Drake liked to talk oei the unconscious lawyer wax carted
the telenhone.
off to the hospital.

near Coles Camp Ground Church. FOR SALE-PRACTICALLY NEW
cold water, two baths, one shower,
R. H. Crouse, Murray, Ky., Route i General Electric Ironer. Originally I one
tub, Will rent 1 easonably to
NOTICE-I WILL KEEP CHILD- 2, thone 049-5-4.
nip , priced at $129.00, will take $45.00. 1 right party. See owner at house
'Call 1297-M.
rill. and do iropings, ii.tes rea1130p
FOR SALE - FOOT TREAD,
n28c WANTED
--YOUNG LADY FOR
sonable. Phone 325.
n28p Helping Hand sewing machine, FOR SALE-35 KEGS
OF NAILS, STEAM
HEATED FURNISHED work local office. Must be 21. TYPand cabinet phonograph machine. slightly rusty, 25 lbs. fist
$1,00, or, apartment. Newly
decorated. El.-!c- ing arid general knowledge of figPhone 693-M-4.
n28c $4.00 per 100 lbs7-Murray Lum- frically
equipped, private entrance. ures required. Reply in writing
ber Co., Inc.
n30c Available Dec. 1st, Rowlett
Apart- giving age, qualifications and refA
GOOD
TEN
ROOM WHITE PORTABLE
FOR SALE OR RENT-A
FOUR house, easement,
SEWING MA. ments, 711 W. Main St., phone rences. White Box 32Y Ledger sod
large tot, good chine,
1.1111 house and one
acre of land
used one year, $75. Cros- 867-J,
tfc Times.
income property, located near COIwith hot and cold water. bath
n313c
ley refrigerate!, 1950 model, $165.
and lege,' price
reasonable. Baucum
indoor toilet. Almost new
NANCY
R.C.A. Victor Console tBlonde)
,furni- Real
Estate Agency. Phone 122
t lire. hardwood
flours. Located
1950, $135. Phone 12054.
lp
days, 718 night.
lc
HOW MUCH
FOR SALE-ONE SOLID CHERF.U.cry4
Answer to
Iterd
ry dining table, with 4 chairs.
DOES YOURS
Used. $39.95. One walnut finish
ACROSS
EL
31-Cry of
77177
WEIG-141
SLUGGO--- YOU
dining table with 6 chairs and
F' A R E EL
haruala
INEE
1-Float gently
'
SHOUL
D
buffet.
SEE OUR
$59.95. All model new MayA
ONE
5-Recedes
81-Crafty
I-Queen of
4
A NE
tag Washers, also two good us,.
33-Symbol for
TURKEYWOW
fairies
tellurium
L.
AT LEAST
Maytag Washers $29.95 arid $39 95.
13-lienus of
34-Diving blrg
ABOUT
20
PA NA
LA
POUND
maples
S
81-Heavenly b. dy
ELiley's No. 2 Store, North 3rd St,
13-4iermluated
a
AN
16-Equality
phone 1672.
harleY
37-ree
n27c
A
14--Idan'a name
39-Man's name
IS
POUNDS
41,--Float In air
FOR
SALE-BOYS 24" BICYCLE
17-41la• name
42-Quiet
13-Caudal
44-RuNsian
I
Good
condition,
Mrs. Truman
a
appendage
sb.icade
C R EE
Smith, Phone 177.
A
21-Hobgoblin
n27p
22--•Poloukeil foe
45-Challenge
R E,EL.5 „1„LX,
144-Shield
24-Conducted
25-1'rohiblts
.61-obtaln
62-Male deer
5-Trait
26-Passageway
,•••"
.4--4lroups of three,
63-Pliwes
a.
29-Liquid
1--Printrfailk
,
asure
111
DOWN
measur•
"lm
(abbr.)
FOR REN1 - NICE SIX ROOM
-Existed
110-Mature
.• I--Perform
7-Small lump •
house newly decorated, wired for
8-Walks
leisurely
electric stove. New garage, poultry
[r5 4
5 e7 6
9 10 ii
S-Palred
house, large garden, stuck barn,
10-Cray
11-Body of water
3
_12
8's acres good land. Now vacant
16-Performed
16-S - sha.ped
4
W. P. Dulaney, 1112 Olive, phone
,e :
7
.5
molding
HELLO --- MY NAME
3634.
n27p
20-liepart

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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THINKING AHEAD

MOTIVE

DALLAS, Tex.
Robert We
"ter wrote to the editor of ti
Dallas morning News suggestin
it would be a "wonderful thing"
to stop the "silly custom" of ex:Aran:ink Christmas cards. The
money could be given to the 000r
•ind needy on Christmas Eve, he
said.
"Of course." Webster added, "ray
being a mail carrier is not influencing my thinking on thii one
bit."

By Ernie Bashminer

NOW WHY
DiD I SAY
THAT

TI-I!SILL SAVE t‘e\E
FROM EEING A
FIBBER

FIFTY
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I Only 30 inch•s
• Giant Overw goes clear octets
wi dith Cooking-Top lamp
• F
• lifstim• Porcalain Cabinet, Oyes
• 2-Spaisid El•cfric Time-Signal
• Deluxe Cook-Master Oven
Clock Control
• Now Signal Panel
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WAS by

Wise

33-1 iaughter of
Tantalus
25-FlyIng mammal'
27-Appeara
16-Romp
29-Norse god
21--,1111s•Min,
32-Aremnulat Ion
1
as reserve
34-Strung wind
35-Ponl•hes
revertiv
26-Poweateher
M.-American
•••••vlst
35--Take one's
part
r
r 40-41'mumand
to
45
eat
'42-Sink In middle
49-Period of titu•
41-Frult seed
4C-Worm
49-ror example
(abbr.)

r

,
i

Just look at all these
fine features:

so.

I4ty• SoYabal.. lac

HOUSE FOR RENT-DECEMBER
1 at 108 E. Poplar St., hot and

IS NANCY-- I LIKE
YOU VERY MUCH

.,s,
YOUR
DAD?

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy a

ee sake
from

FURCHES
113 South Fifth, Phone 193-J

rYny C S Pot Oil -am nabs .4.4.40/
Cap. 1953 by lletbed .1000Me Iyertasta. Ms,

LIU ABNER
By Al Capp
CACKLE!!
-THAR,
NEVER

llieCOd'St 1:00;:t..W

Johnson Appliance
Company
outh Side
Square

FOR RENT

b

Call

WRCING!!-TH'L.APF IS
ON HON F.ST A
THIS IS SAC;E HAWKINS

WAS,

DAY, AN'YO'LET HIM

IT. CAUGHT!,

`YOKUM TT WERE
A 0-4EAP

MIER

COM-110HW
TRICK-

56
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after all, and I'll lose her again?
of a sentence. On the layout T.a.w
THE BUS, caught in the rush- I The clatter of the dishes had were untinisheet
drawablea chi:,
now traffic. crawled .and crept.. died down, everyone else had left, roughed
in. ft seemed to i2ose
ffi
Stet- and Charlotte's mother came to- lotte that,the city outsimr
. -s ct i'Ver closer to the oce.
nad hero
M'aly Charlotte pulled the, cord ward her table. She drop ikl down deserted, too.
Blank
buildings
and plunged off at the next corner in a chair.
stood against a blank sks.
She started walking away from
"Hello. Charlotte," she said, and
There were getting to beegnosco
the Office, just anywhere, away. their eyes that were so alike met
everywhere she .loOked.
After all, she wasn't ready, not briefly.
But there was something, .hemei
quite ...
Charlotte's fell before the anxwas this air of something inipen.5She r. aimed she svas heading ious questioning in her mother's.
"Have another cup of coffee ing. Had something uonie as:
toward the midtown restaurant
about Velure a letter, pernapv : 'Jr
where her mother checked wraps. with me," Mrs. Morgan said.
...She pressed her fingers against
!Tartrate had never been there, 'Have you time? I can't seem to
the back of her neck, maasag-ir.r,
but her steps moved certainly. In sleep nights, then daytimes I'm
the tight knots, Just a.s 1.4,04.11CA
tact, she hadn't even seen her so sleepy. Coffee keeps me going.''
sauntered
in.
"I hive time. Why can't you
Tr Aber since the night they via.
"Where's everybody?" Charlotte
d ill King together. Why? lt steep ?"
-Maybe it's my conscience, dear. tried to sound casual.
possibly be shame that
Are you .all right, you look "The King called a meeting hid.
k. pt Charlotte away. could .it
denly. nobody knows what it's all
an attempt to blot out the mem- changed."
"Well, since you ask, I don't about. But then you know The
ory of her mother's suffering tace
mond of the place she ilvecr After exactly sleep like • top myself," King."
Charlotte
admitted. "I've got
he operation (Thiglotte had called
"Yea, I know." Charlotte wonthe hospital twIrfclto assure net- gremlins."
dered whether she should go up;
She
could
see
that
mother
her
self all was well And since then
it might be a good chance to study
her mother nad telephoned from writrd to ask more hut restrained King, brief herself on his mood
time to time Charlotte knew that herself. waiting. And then Char- for later. She was Mall pro-andMrs Morgan somehow sensed her lotte found herself pouring it all conning when Eric dashed in.
out About King's war of nerves
&nem waft) King.
"Charlotte, for God's sake, I've
these last months. About April been going crazy. When
you
She went into the restaurant
and May. And the model named weren t here, I phoned you: where
now sa.1 nodded to 'her mother.
Osa.
were you?" •
who was busy, SAW the look of
The pupils of her mother's eyes
Charlotte tilted her chin. "1
%Udder on tier face Charlotte sat
grew large and dark "The mis- conic and go when I please," she
dn•win at the back and ordered a
erable
sadist."
she
"The
said.
vinsaid.
"I wouldn't late the feeling
_not of coffee, watching
That's dictive viper. I . Charlotte, let's
that I have a keeper." She turned
f•Tdrinther, she said to herself esgo away Just you and me, far away from Eric's expression.
Isd iniontally. I exist beause
c
of away. maybe to California You've
"What's going on up there anyher. I am .her flesh and blood..
got to get out of hal Clittchea be- iie
w•as•ik
.:" Doodles called from her
At this distance she looked 5•ery fore -bdth'st.art new." She
She. stood slim and Straight was i•ager.
"Just you-know-who capering,"
ifl nne of Charlotte's dressies It
Go tar away-only to feel hunt- Eric said. Then, more or leas to
VCRS like watching herself in a mumed. haunted?, Always Imagining himself, "I've got to get back. I
or, It was like watching a a face in the crowd,
footstep just left the meeting on the prestranger.
tedund her. Run away, like a dog tense of a Coughing attack." He
Charlotte continued
strre at on a leash, feeling free, then sud-- was gone.
the thin face. Off guard it brood- denly caught short bys Its tight
"What's the matter with everyed. and the staring, light eyes 'Jerk ^ What was it the psycholo- body around here lately ?" DoexIles
the
alternates
that
gists
sail
to
blurted. "It's • psychiatric ward,
might nave beCn blind
Nut the
pointed chin had • certain set. Her solving a difficulty were flight or honestly. And you look like a
, mother wit, tired. Charlotte could fight
ghost, Miss Morgan."
Flight or fight.
ti•li from the way she sat down
"I'm anemic," Charlotte said.
ran away once," Charlotte "All my iron goes to my heart."
whenever she wasn't busy
NM
She left Doodles puzzling over
She rallied, radiating charm alt-fl reminded her mother. "How was
that one and went out to the washa mistomer cisme, and she nandled it 7"
the nien's heavy overcoats ably. as
iler mother sat silent and white- room. Better add some protective
coloration, she thought. Mora,
though there were unsurinected
At least she'd served as a sound' rouge, more lipstick; the red badge
stfongth in the slight body.
'My mother's a lady, Charlotte ing board. Now .*Charlotte knew of courage. ,She outlined the genshe'd 'never run away. And the erous upper lip, filled out the
said to herself.
My mother who once, made alternate was fight. 4r1 now she'd. somewhat thinner lower one,
-,-ersahing right, eder'y wound. RO befit to the fact. anit,shir'd do There, that was better. She gazed
gravely at herselt. Smile, she comevery woe, And who then made what she hail to She stood up.
"charlotte! What are you going manded. But not syen the upeverything wrong. All these r•oncurving
lips could trillsform it Into
vela,flees, so long after her nits- to do 7"
a nappy face.
"I'm gotng to work"
When she got back to the office,
"I'm after d. Charlotte; For
hut she couldn't help it. It was
th• roan.Or nature. The things afraid of you and for you." She everyone except Mario had reI us. "The moving finger laid ner hand on Charlotte's arm turned. They sat slumped at their
Charlotte shook It off -1,can't desks, no one even pretending to
.. nor all your piety nor
stand mothering," she said. "Not work. What had happened? Why
cnncel out a line of it."
did they all turn to look at her?
-1 give her arm to mother St this late date."
r
"Heavens, who's flred?" Char"I don't know why'I'm living,'
tort It's too late. I learned
.0-ilk alone, to care for myself: Mrs Morgan said. "There isn't • lotte tried to make it sound light.
"that's what we want to know,"
all."
the only way I know. She day I don't think of ending it
It
Charlotte walked quickly out of Norma said.
old me, but 1 am lost to her. I
"Something else I'd like to
Iwo., No need of her. For me she the rustaimant.
know," Dorothy's voice had an
qr. ri
It was atniost eleven when .she
exist.
soul was edge. "How del you time things
then this feeling? Why am got to Uio (dice. Not a
fathoming the so- well, Charlotte my love, as :o
I l'•
with my troubles? VVhy am there. She sfood
re- miss this morning's *potion of
rmy1 that she looks a""'1 ode, air of abandon. Paper
the poison?"
!as stab of emotion When l' flutified• in the typewritera,
(To Be Contiatve
off in the middle
m
maybe
,'e
'
s going to .die writing broken
Klee Ffls'areS Ssral"-••t•
eo-ee,,•
rOT5yrieht, pre% tdi
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IN THET BOX!-N/GH1MAR
ALICE, PLAYED A TRICK
ON ME.. ONLY A FATHEAD
WOULD OF FELL
FO'

9wHAqt
0HONEST
ABC ?

YO'
FELL
FO'
IT?

•

cER•Y rf777EC
1; ;1
ACTION WEDDiN'

'-

EGAL
LAi
HICH3
tT
;
H:7E
I '-)
;9
::5

ACCORDIN'TO TN' RULES,
P-PORE HONEST
YO'LL NAFTA TAKE..CARE 0'
ABE.f.r- YO'
MAH SLOPPY LI'L NIECE FO" ONLY INJOYED
lb Y'A-tS. UNTIL IT Kft4 5E
ONE MONTH
UP A SLOPPY LI'L HOUSE
0' BACHERLOROF ITS OWN-WIF
HOOD IN YORE

YertE SOKg

WHOLE NHL:WEN
LIFE !I.".

.11.,•••••••

ABBIE an' SLATS

By lia•burn Van Buren OH ...TIIANK YOU.' r NOr

Plf SSA A/R...81/T WW1'1"Pac
NOT IQ MENTION
17)(4e0 04ef.../7'5 744I7
ABSOLUTELY RADIANT.!
T/447 AmIres.Aft" CE-EZ
THIS SEA AIR CERTAINLY
4>116WE
BRINGS OUT YOUR COLOR, YOL/4/5...44/0 FEFOR THE F/RST TbffE
POL LY

)

.crzri-

' A PEt.•1`41e ' r ,:i.:. ..., /FOR `rOUR
TO SOMEONETHOUGH T,

POCLY

1.'4

/•ECL./7" A

MAN
OCK...A SPECIAL
MAN .

Be ii(Zt iikoz-A,-

5Z.44/0...

AND HIS
NAME...?

77'
awe.,

/as.
-

t.
3k

YOU MUST PROMISE NOT
TO LAUGH AT ME, ROCK...YOU
WHO KNOV/S f,'E SO WELL...
WHO KNOWS TFIA r NO
MAN WOULD
EVER 'LOOK ,AT
ME TWICE -

WHAT LUCKY MALE HAS
CAPTURED YOUR FANCY,
POLLY f?

THAT'S NOT TRUE, POLLY-. ANY
MAN WITH INTELLIGENCE...AND
CHARACTER CAN SEE BEYOND
THE DECEPTIVE OUTER FACADE
AND RECOGNIZE A WOMAN
OF REALLY F;NE
CHARACTER;

eye a S
1113 by

moo

OF COURSE, I DO;
7///3 sA5 FAS/aeR

7/0(16/17-AIL
A MAN eVA5 70 Sac /5
Af45/V/F/CENT
I/AR •44/0I/MICR/74
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals
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4 Giant Bath Towels
4 Face Towels
4 Fac• Cloths
6 Guest Towels
6 Tea Towels
6 Cish Cloths
6 Pot Holders
2 Doable•Bed Size
,
Percale Sheets)
2 P•i74ale Pililsw Case.

GET THIS BEAUTIfUL CANNON LINEN
SHOWER WITH THIS LOW PRIC1D
FULLY AUTOMATIC CROSLEY

4
Lakeview Drive-In
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Free Gifts
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how easy it is t
. 1.111 automatic Economia Aut.,-

$239.95

Double Featur,.!
"TWO GALS AND A GUY"
With Rr)bert Aida, Janis
1 Paige and James Gleason

Small Down Payment
Only $10.00 a Month

Hazel, Ky.

Phone 105
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Y
TARRY KERLEY COMPAN
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, legumes and cover
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LIKED TO TALK

near Coles Camp Ground Church FOR SALE--PRACTICALLY NEW cold
water, two baths, one shower,
R. H. Crouse, Murray, Ky., Route General Electric Ironer. Originally
one tub. Will rent reasonably to
nrp i priced at $129.00, will take $45.00.
NOTICE-I WILL KEEP CHILD- 2, nhone 949-R-4.
right party. See owner .at house
.._
Call 1297-M. '
.4130p
run, and do ironings. Rites rea-'OR
n28c WANTED
SALE - FOOT TREAD,
--YOUNG LADY FOR
sonable Phone 325
n28p Helping Hand sewing eraching, FOR SALE-35 KEGS
OF NAIL S,'STEAM HEATED
FURNISHED work local office."Must be 21. Taaland cabinet phonograph machine. slightly rusty, 25 lbs. for
$1.00, or, apartment. Newly decorated.
El.te- ing and general knowledee of figPhone 693-M-4.
n28c $4.00 per 100 lbs.-Murray Lum- tat ally
equipped, private entrance. ures required. Reply in writing
ber Co., Inc.
n30c Available Dec. 1st. Rowlett
Apart- giving age, qualifications and refA
GOOD
TEN
ROOM WHITE
hOR SALE OR RENT--A
PORTABLE SEWING MA- ments, 711 W. Main St., phone rences. White Box 32Y Ledger 3nd
FOUR house,
basement, large lot, good
room house and one acre of
chine, used one year, $75. Cros- 867-J.
tic Times.
land income property,
n30c
located near col- ley
with hot and cold water, bath
refrigeratoi, 1950 model, 065.
and lege,
price reasonable. Baucum
mdoor toilet. Almost new turniNANCY
R.C.A. Victor Console !Blonde)
Real Estate Agency. Phone 122
hardwood (lours
1950, $135. Phone 1205-J.
Loaand days, 716
lp
night.
lc
HOW MUCH
FOR SALE-ONE SOLID CHERanswer to Yesterday's 'Ua.
ry dining table, with 4 chairs.
DOES YOURS
Used. $3955 One walnut finish
ACROSS
MOW MON OMB
WEIGH
$1- t'ry of
SLUGGO--- YOU
dining table with 6 chaars and
ha..•hanals
WOM
WOMM
MOP
1-Float gently
SHOUL
D
SEE
buffet.
$59.95. All model new May
OUR
NMOWMMEIR MOP
owi
fe-Reeedes
33-Crafty
9--Queen of
tag Washers, also two good
33-Symbol for
WWI OMMINIAM
TURKEY-- WOW
fairies
tellurium
AT LEAST
DORN
Maytag Washers $29.95 and $39 95.
13--tienus of
bird
ABOUT 20 POUNDS
MOMO WOMMOPRO
maple.
Ili-Heavenly b dy
Riley's No. 2 Store, North 3rd St,
52-4ierminated
16-h:quality
MOM 90300 UPO
phone 1672.
barley
37-Use
n27c
WRIMOR
OUN ORIT4
39-Man's name
14-Man's nam•
OURNM
41 -Float itt air
15 -Sedate
FOR
SALEBOYS 24" BICYCLE
17-01rPs name
42-quiet
09UUMN MOW
audal
44-Russian
Good
condition.
Mrs. Truman
WOO MNOMMUWO
wander/is
kade
Smith, Phone 177.
MMOO M5O E ORO
}t-ifongoblin
47-Furs
n27p
22--1'nlooked fop
4.4-Challenge
OEM
41M0
0110
24-Condin-ted
Su-Shield
PI-Obtain
25-Prohibits
62-Male deer
3-Tra t
26 -Passageway
4--4)roups of three
63-Plaees
a
25-Liquid
1,-Prii
ter'.
ni. asure
DOWN
Measure
(abbr.)
FOR REM
NICE SIX ROOM
7-Smalt lump •
- I-Perform
30-Mature
house newly decorated, wired for
3-Walks
leisurely
electric stove. New garage, poultry
2 -3 4
S 6 7 6
9 10 a
9-Paired
house, large garden, stuck barn,
10-Gray
11-Holy
water
of
Si
..
3
1
811 acres good land Now vacant
16-Performed
1S-S-shaoed
W. P. Dulaney, 1112 Olive, phone
molding
HELLO --- MY NAME
3634.
n27p
$5-I impart
/
Ire
1,9
7%1
IS
NANCY— I LIKE
SURE
23-I,sughter of
HOUSE FOR RENT-DECEMBER
Tantalus
VERY MUCH
lit
://72,1
1 at 108 E. Poplar St . hut and
23(
25-Flying mammal'
127.--Appeare
A
-26-1tomp
/7
z2i•
it
oi15
V ZS ,29
29-Norse god
./...
82-Arromulatloa
V 3t •
10
'//1
RA reserve
i.e.
34-Strong as Ind
:y,
„ 34
36-Puni.hes
severely
al-Caweektrher
V /37
_..._33-Amerlean
-.
...
es.slot
.40 itpyhi,
14
19-Take one's
part
40-cantmand to
rat
42-Sink in middle
-4
43-Period or time
47, -Fruit seed
4C-Worm
43-Fr example
(abbr.)
•
WW.l• 'ass,,... eybilballe.

1---WANTED

7 FOR SALE

deluxe
1rifty-30"Range

.-cr ULTERIOR

CHICAGO IP-John McMahen,
32. was put under court supervisOKLAHOMA CITY - A local
ion for a year Monday on a( dis- attoratey hired an ambiance before
orderly conduct charge after IMVs. engaging his divorced wife's bc,,y
Elizaheth Drake, 55, explained he)'friends in a fist fight.
telephoned her 100 tames a day.
Be had himself chauffeured in
Mrs. Drake said she hired a tel- the ambulance to his former wifes
ephone answering service to han- home and siad to her boy friend:
dle the calls but the firm gave "I brought this ambulance along
up after .a week beeause .t had and I paid the freight. One of us
to assign an operator l'ulaetiabe to its riang to ride to the hospital.?
her line.
1 Then the attorney swung aiid
:McMahon said a friend had told missed. The boy friend did.,': -ina
him Mrs. Drake liked to talk on I the unconscious lawyer was carted
the telephone.
'off to the hospital.

NOTICE.

• NEW!
rigidaire

THINKING AHEAD

MOTIVE

DALLAS. Tex. IIR- Robert We
Fter wrote to the editor of ti
Dallas morning News suggestin
it would be a "wonderful thingtb- stop the "silly custom" of exchani;ing Christmas cards. The
Money could be given to the poor
'yid needy on Christmas Eve, he
said.
"Of course," Webster added, "ray
being a mail carrier is riot influencing my thinking on this one
bit.-

By Ernie

•

NOW WHY
DID I SAY
THAT

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

usual

FIFTY

moo

POUNDS

19--l

FOR RENT

Model RS-38
iw Low Turns

inif
NEW
Modern Beauty I
NEW
- Modern Features I
NEW
Cooking Convenience I

CREAM
SODAS

YOU

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy a

ee sake

Just look at all these
fine features:

from
FURCHES

• Only 30 inches wide
• Giant Oven goes clear acretth
lamp
• Full-width Cooking-Top
Oyes
Cabinet,
Porcelain
lifetime
•
• 2-Speed Eleatic Time-Signal
• Delux• Cook-Master Ovens
Clock Control

113 South Fit th flume 193-J

— 1118111011 SfilTER

Call

by

tri

4

By Al Capp
THANK "40'f,'I?- WHIST

BEAST?

,•

WAL,T1-4
LAFF'S
a ON

WAS,
•sforcum -

PIE.7

WRCPIO!!-TH' L.ArF IS
ON HON ESTA9Er7TH IS IS SAC',E HAWKINS
DAY,AN'YO'LET HIM

IT CAUGHT!!

CONJURIPE
MICK—

1

(-BA PTF.I1 FIFTF.F.N
after all. and I'll lose her. again? .of a sentence. On The bayeen r.a.•
THE BUS, caught in the rush- I -The clatter of the dishes bad were unOnisheri
arawitiga enia
hour traffic. crawled • and crept, dted down, everyone else, had left. roughed in. It
eeenim; In clear
)tt eser closer to the office. Sul• and Charlotte's mother -nme to, lotte that the city
outside had came
fierily Charlotte pulled the cord ward her table. She drop.1 down deserted, too.
Blank
buildiriga
1111.1 plunged off at the next corner in • chair.
stood against a blank sks.
She started walking away from
"Hello. Charlotte," she said, and
There were getting to beagnoata
the office, just anywhere. away. their eyes that were so alike met
everywhere she looked.
After all, she wasn't ready. not briefly.
But there was something. .hmee
quite ...
Charlottes 'fell before the anxwas this air of something impend.Ste realized she was heading ious questioning in her mother's.
"Have another cup ot coffee ing. Had something come ale
tea ard the midtown restaurant
about lieloras letter, pernaps
where her mother checked wraps with me." Mrs. Morgan said.
...She pressed her angers agaruet
Cart-hate had never been there. 'Have you time? 1 can't seem :o
the back of her neck, masaaenag
but her steffs moved certainly. fa sleep nights, then daytimes l'm the
tight knots, just as I. toodieis
tact, she riadn't even seen her to sleepy Coffee keeps'me goina," sauntered
in.
I have time. Why can't y'Fiu
maher since the night they els.
"Where's everybody ?" Charlotte
it'd King together. Why? It •I"P"
tried to sound casual.
couldn't possibly be shame that
-MaYhe ut. m y conscience. dear'
"The King called a meeting sudCharlotte away. cook' it' ..tr Are you all right, you look
denly; nobody knows what
an attempt to blot out the metro'
hat it's all
hanged-ory of her mother's suffering lace
- Well, since you ask, I don't abouL But then you know The
exactly
sleep like a top, myself," King."
and of the place she lived? After
the operation Charlotte had called Charlotte admitted. "I've got
"Yea,
know." Charlotte wongremlins."
,
It' hospital twice to atiartre nerdered whether she should go up;
She
could
see
her
that
mother
all was well And tince then
it might be a good chance to study
her mother had telephoned from wzrard to ask more hut restrained King, brief herself on hip mood
tone to time Charlotte knew that herself, waiting And then Char- for later. She was still pro-andMrs. Morgan somehow sensed ner hate found herself pouring it all conning when Eric dashed in.
init. About King's war of nerves
"Charlotte, for God's sake, I've
affair with King
these last month!, About April been going crazy. When
you
She went into the rettaiirant
And the model na.med vaeren t here, I phoned you: where
May
and
now and nodded to her mother. ().
were you?"
nit() was busy, saw the molt of
File pupa! of her mother's eyes
Charlotte tilted her chin, "1
%solider on ner face Charlotte sat ena
.e. large
dark "The mis- come and go when I please," she
ilew!rt at the back and ordered•
• erable sadist" she said -The etn•
said.
wouldn't lute the feeling
it
id coffee, watching
mit I Charlotte. let's that I "1nave
..
rhat's dictive viper.
'
a keeper." She turned
fl,, ihother, she said to herself ex•
go awas Just you and me tar away from Erie's expresnin.
pcomentally. I exiat because of
away, maybe to California. Yr.
'
.u've
"What's going on up there anyher, I am her flesh and blood
got to get out of his clutches he- way ?" Doodles called from her
at tine distance she looked very fore-- well both start new." She desk.
y..ang. She stood slim and straight was eager,
"Jura you-know-who capering,"
in one of Catierkfite's dresses It
Go tar away- only to feel hunt! Eric said. Fhen, more or 11188 to
5511.4 like watching herself in a
mir- ed. haunted? Always- Musgining himself, "I've got to get backs I
no-. It was like watrhing a a face tn the crowl, a footstep just left the meeting on
the prestranger.
behind her. Run away, like a dog tense of a coughing attack." He
.
Charlotte continued to strre at on a leash, f;:eling free, then sud- was gone.
the thin face. Off guard it brood- denly caright short by its tight
"What's_ the matter with everye.i, and the staring, light eye,
What WW1 it the psycholo- body around here lately?" Doodles
, jerk
alternates
!MAI
the
FARIS
that
to
blurted. "It's a psychiatric ward,
-might nave been blind
But the
pointed chin had a certain set Her solving a , difficulty were flight or honestly. And you look like a
ghost, Miss Morgan."
mother wag,tired. Charlotte mold fight'
Flight or fight.
till from the- way she sat down
-I'm anemic," Charlotte said.
"You ran away once," Charlotte "All my iron goes to my heart."
henever she wasn't -Misy
But
She left Doodles puzzling over
stte twitted, radiating charm whon rt,minth'd her ftiother. "How was
that one and went out to the washS costorner came, and re nandied it 7Fier mother set silent and white- room. Bettor add some protective
Uie men'ti heavy overcoats. ably. 63
_
coloration, she thought. More
tttough there were *unsuripected laced.
att. ngth In the alight body.
At least shed served at a sound' rouge, More lipstick; the red badge
My mother's a lady, Charlotte Ina board: Now Charlotte knew of courage. She outlined the gen5/1 1 to herself,
she'd never run away. And the erous upper lip, filled outth
- e
1 now fined somewbat
thinner lo wer on e.
My mother who once made alternate C*315 fight. 3.1,
- • rtathing right, every wouna. go hack to the office. and she'd do There; that was better. She gazed
gravely at herself. Smile, she com..cry woe,. a rid wan • rhea Triad, what 8144* had to :Zhu stood up,
"Charlotte What are you going manded. But not even the upeverything wrong. All thtse con•
curving
tips could transform it into
Se'pl. ncre, so long' after her mts- 1-i)
'
1°7a nappy face.
:I'm going to work"
When she got back to the office,
"I'm a f r a r d. Charlotte; I'm
ion she couldn't help it. It was
the man. Or nature. The things afraid of you and for you." Site everyone except Mario had re' 'I ins. 'The moving anger laid net nand oft Charlotte's arm. turned. They sat slumped at their
Charlotte shook it oft "I can't desks, no one even pretending to
.. nor all your piety nor
stand mothering," she said. "Not work. What had happened? Why
'an cancel out a line of it."
ijid they all turn to look at her?
!la il give her arm to mother RI thus late date'" *
""Ileavens, who's fired?" Char-I, don't enoa why hr's living."
fa. n,o, but IFS too late. I leSrred
lotte tried to make It sound hghL.
a
isn't
"There
to walk alone, to care for myself: Mrs Morgan said.
"That's what we want to know,"
it's t he only way I know. she day I don't think of ending it all."
Pomo me. but I am lest to her, 1
Charlotte Alliked meekly out of Norma said.
"Something else I'd like to
rintoexniesetd of her. For me she the'restaurant.
eleven, when she know," Dorothy's voice- had an
It was almost
did y1/I time things
,r
8 SIMI was edge.
Why then this feeling? Why am got to the °Mee. Nt
I hoe with my troubles? Why am there. She stood fathoming the so well, Charlotte my love. as :o
mole
this
morning's
potion of
I rone.rned that she looks soIII? oda air of abandon. Paper reWhy this stab of emotion when I niamed in the typewriters, the poison ?"
(Tolle Can t Mare
the.middle
es going to die writing orok en off an
lluult MaYbe Sh'
Kin.; Fa'e•es Paroloe•to
s•enoor Stofn,„ .11lbtrilm•Ati
roovrieba .1533
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IN THET BOXT- N,Giell MAR
ALICE, PLAYED A TRICK
ON ME_ ONLY A FATHEAD
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'
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AC.kORDIN' TO TH' RULES,
P-PORE HONEST ;
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MAH 51 OPPY LL NIECE FO' ONLY INJOYED
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ABBIE an' SLATS

By Raeburn Van Buren
OH ...TIIANK YOL).' (,/p'7

TAT 5S4 A,',,,81/7 WW4T17/E
NOT TO MENTION
A-O/4$0
1 AlEPS... /7'S 7,c/47
ABSOLUTELY RADIANT.'
TA/47" AMA'S'S WE'AF,EL
THIS SEA AIR CERTAINLY
Y01/4/G...A4'O tee41/1/4VE
BRINGS OUT YOUR COLOR
FOR TAIS• FM'ST 7/416"
r POLLY
i/V 41Y -

- — --- A PEP..•4Y )
--74. z
r 4Li"5"
FOR YOUR
TO 5041E0.VE... AMYTHOUGHT,
BE /1EZZ 11/1/0E2PPOLLY
5144,
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I'M 114IN;4,ING riEC,JT A
MAN , ROCK...A SPECIAL
MAN .

AND HIS
NAME...?

r.

eby 51 0 PA 015 --All AV,••••••.w1
Cw. 193, by Val WIWI,5,1
- WO. W

WHAT LUCKY MALE HAS
CAPTURED YOUR FANCY,
POLLY `?

YOU aN,IST PROMISE NOT
TO LAUGH AT ME, ROCK—YOU
WHO KNOWS A'E SO WELL.,
-WHO KNOWS THAT NO
MAN WOULD
EVER 'LOOK AT
ME TWICE -

T1:4AT'S NOT TRUE, POLLY... ANY
MAN WITH INTELLIGENCE.,.AND
CHARACTER CAN SEE BEYOND
THE DECEPTIVE OUTER FACADE

AND RECOGNIZE A WOMAN
OF REALLY F;NE

CH ARA CTL
at.

fog US Pre CA
Ow. 1953 by Val Iwv.• I. •
-

YOU

OF COURSE, I DO:

REALLY MEAN(
71//5 0•45 S4Svic,4
TuAT, ROCK '? Tx/A1/I7
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 195:
repent and to find grace in His the
slaves Among the Jews labor ,ed a premiien on heirless. Neither
sight. What he was Ion
for was held in very high rsteem.
Idoes He encourage anyone to .oe
was true righteous
7. He still Certain members of the
chuoch it
longs for the same
ill not Thessalonrca accepted the Greck a parasite on society. There is no
Car .lyn Curd
place in His economy for a peraccept prayers, church attendance viewpoint
towards work and reThe Junior Class of Hazel
who is able to work but is
or contributions of money as a fused
High
to do anything, notwita- son
School met November 11
unwilling to do so Honest tabor
substitute forl obedience to Him. standing
for a
the fact that they did
class meeting. The plirpose of
for a living is honorable and is
He is the God of absolute consis- not have the
th •
necessities of life.
meeting was to discuss what
pleasing to God, but idleness is
tency.
, phij
Paul denounced this false conwe would present this
sinful.
year.
II THESSALONIANS 3:7-10.
ception of life. He also taught that
We. also,decided to sell jiffy
Antowa the Greeks the idea pre- every person should
dogs
Upon learning of the refusal of
have a legitat the ball games. along with
vailed that it was beneath the dig- imate occupation
some to work, Paul commanded
our
and
should
work
_other
nity of gentlemen to work: thete- for a liveliho
coneessions. _cokes
the Thessalunian Christians riot to
and
od. And he
• as
peanuts.
11) H. C. Chiles
employer to respect and to show fore, all work should be done by simply telling them to do What 1 e assist such Idlers. He said, "If any
The officers of the Junior Class
A WORLD OPPORTUNITY
consideration for those who labor
work, neither
had practiced. He had not hesitat- man would not
are: President. Dan Poyner.
FOR ALL
for tinn•
vice
y of
ed to work with his hands to sup- should he eat." The necessit,
Our
president.
preseat
economi
Trinity. v
c order proDan
Occasionally one remarks. "You
Story"
port himself. Quite naturally. be eating proves the necessity for
secretarje Richard James. treas— vides a splendid realm in whOli can't be a
taught other Christians that they. working. No one has any obligaChristian and be sucurer. '• James Stewart, reporter, to apply the Christian principles cessful in
business." That is siniptoo. Should support themselves by tion to provide for any person
i
that are set forth in the scriptures. ly the stateme
Carolyn Curd.
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEK
sympathy v.7ith professed
nt of one wbo is
Chris- who is able but not willing VS
DEUTERONOMY 24:14:15
CHANNEL
reckoning the power of
tians who were so lazy that they work to support himself and those
Satan
„ Frogp tfle earliest times God was oreater than the power of God,
(Subject eF change) were willing to depend on others who ate dependent upon him
PROGRAM
very careful to stipulate certain and who is searching for an ex- TIME
to take care of them. Such con- Furthermore, when people are enSATUR
DAY.
NOV. 20, 1053
principles and regulations for ern- cuse to justify his own sinful
duct would naturally bring dis- gaged in doing useful things they
10:00 Johnny Jupiter
ployerif"and employees. One prim- conduct. In reality. some of the
credit on Christianity.
Unless do not have time to become busyciple. which he taught..ig-th.,t it most prosperous business' men are 10:30 Cowboy G-men
and to meddle with the afChristians are willing to
work
is right that some should possess genuine Christians. who strive' to 1100 Space Soldiers
they cannot hope to enjoy the re- fairs of others, which is very unwealth, three who finance honor- daily honor their Lord in all of 1 1:30 Captain Midnight
By
spect of intelligent and
indus- becoming in anyone and espec1200 Cowboy G-Mtei
THE CHECKERED HAG Ls waved for Chuck Stevenson at Juarez.
ially in those who call themwork for them. Inasmuch as all do life's relatioorilaps.
Lawrence 8: Rickman
trious people.
Army vs Navy
Mexico, as he roars across the Pan American road race finish lme
not have equal ability to handle
It is the will of God that each selves Christians.
Most evils in the
industrial 330 MacBeth
to take top honors in the big stock car division in his Lincoln.
weealth, those who finance hon.ir- realm can be
Christia
n
shall
be
industri
ous
and
'traced
AVVERTI SING - TELLS YOU
to greed and 5:00 oo Parade
Stevenson is from Lamesa. Calif. He took Brat for the second
able business enterprises are en- to godliness.
active Our Lord has never
What a pity that so 530 Stu Erwin
WHAT WE HAVE ANO WHERE
straight year' in the 1.912-mile grind. (Jsstarna/sona4 Sowndpkoto)
•
titled to be recognized as the ben- much of modern
AKA LOCATE industry has de- 6:00 Ozzie and Harriett
c
efactors of those who are employ- generated into a
grim struggle be- 6:30 Ramar of
SO NOW tet.KNOW
the Jungle
ed in them. .Both emph.yer and tween those who
work and those 700 I Bonino
WE NE'CsOf REAL
employee have their place or the for whom they
labor, with each
CLA5S1 PUtsolec
7:30 Amateur Hour
plan of God. It is His will that trying to squeeze
out of the other 8 00 All Star Review
OLE”,T TO
nk./C
60,-LY!
• Poic-r pixy ANYTi45,G,
4506a,6ROIER!PONT r17 SAY "S
both shall be governed by the as much as possible
CALL ',OUR UNCLE 1146BY
MiNP MY UNCLE
-ESPECALLY SUMO' TOAST
' But all greed 930
A WHOtI ,
Death Valley Days
•nae FLOE - NOSED HOME!
LEAVE TNifi NOISE
principle of considerateness. Nei- is sinful, whether
5100/! HE'S JUST A
t
it be in the em- 10:00 Wrestlin
wsissE.p.er14 CERTAINLY EATS
LITTLE STRANGE
tcv,
tTRANGE
g From Hollywood
ther has any right to exploit the ployer or iii„ the
LIKE ONE!
employee.
PUM6LER
AROUND
60000Y
E
HERE!
R!
SUNDAY, NOV. 29, 1953
other.
If employers lock to employe
es 12:30 Frontiers of Faith
God's Word positively furbils for work, then the latter nave a
1:00 Pro Football
an employer • to oppress an em- right to* rely upon the former for
Los Angeles Rams at
ployee The fact that an employee the prompt payment of the prooChicago Bears
la poor and needy rever justifies er wages Since laborer give
their
an employer takmg advantage of strength day by day. and depend 3:45 Yesterday's Newsreels
him in his helplessness_ Each must upon the fruits of their labors 'or 4.00 The World This Week
1951
4:30 Supetman
deal justly with the other
After a livelihood, they should receive
DeSoto
all, both are fellow-citizens, and their wages with the same regu- 5.00 Vandy-Tennessee Football
4-Door
6:00 Winchell-Mahoney
perhaps
fellow-Christians.
.ind larity. Postponement of the payRadio and Heater
6:30 Mr. Peepers
should be treategl aluch by each •ment of wages, whether
from 7:00 Comedy
Hour
other Neither tApermatted to take sheer carelessness or from a misadvantage of the other In the erly desire to keep the money as 8.00 TV Playhouse
event of such, the cry of the in- long as possibl.:. is unjust and sin- 900 Inner Sanctum
9:30 Movietime
SANTA CLAUS I DCA,1551T NS THE GENT
jured will ascend .to God. Honest ful. Thoughtlesr ness or., carelessYES,U • E Sur
A,AT'S 'AEA* TO
MERRY
TEL. ME YOU'RE
MONDAY. NOV. 30. 1953
50E5 AROUND
RESENTS
DeSoto-Plymoatth
SiV
CHRISTMAS, BE MERRY ABOUT?
labor is honorable God's Word ness can never be acceptable tor
MIXED UP EN .6
GILL'S'
ON'
SILLY;
5E8
v1N6
G
,
7E5
RAH!
YOu DON'T LOCK
900
Ding Dong School
PHONE 485
does not" rebuke those who hire the nonpay7rent of an obligation
SNENAN 16ANS.
PRE4ENT6 TO
.(5SiT
E-VERYCN,E
MERE,' TO ME!
HUMIIUGif
EVERYBODY ON
1413 West Main
others ter work for them, but it on the part of employer or em- 9:30 Glamour Girl
NAVE A MERRY
CNRISTMAL V
10-00 Hawkins Falls
CNRiGIMAS!
does denounce the sin, of opoo s- ployee.
10 15 Three Steps To Heaven
ing the hireling Cod expects • AMOS 5:10-15. 24
10 30 The Bennetts
There is such a surprising
sim10:45 Devotional Moments
ilarity between the shocking
pic11:00 Bride and Groom
ture which Amos painted
of his
1115 Morning Matinee
day and the conditions in
our
12- 15 News
world today that one is prone
to
12:30 Luncheon At The Noel
think that he was `describing
the
age in which we live Amos
1:30 Kitchen Kollege
Local Representative of the
denouoced their sins of hating judg- 2:00 Kate Smith
ment, oppressing the poor, per2.30 Kate Smith
verting justice and practicing
3.00 Welcome Travelers
idolLife Insurance Company
atry, and then foretold the inev3 30 On Your Account
itable and approaching judgmen
t 4.00 Opry Matinee
which was coming upon them
4:15 Let's rind Out
Home Office - Louisville
God's prophet earnestly and ur- 430 Howdy Doody
gently admonished Israel to
•-e., 5.00 Western Corral
Invites his many friends to consult him about the,
pent, to turn away from the evil 555 Weather Report
advantages of the many Commonwealth saving
s 1 which they 'had cultivated wih 8 00 Televisit
such assiduity. to turn to the go,c1, 6 15 Farm Furrows
plans, burial insurance, and other insurance
proto the zealous, to be zealous in dd- 6 30 The Chimps
grams to assure a sound financial future for
them. ing good, and to establish right- 8:45 News Caravan
selves and their families.
eousness in the land in the nope 7:00 Name That
Tune
that -it rray be that the. Lord God 7:30 Voice of
There is no obligation when you ch-op in
Firestone
to see him
of hosts will be gracious."
830 Robert Montgomery
at his home at Sycamore Extd. and 15th
Street Or
God will not manifest His pres- 9:30 Who Said
That
call 1657-J.
ence and power in the midst of 10700 Views of
The News
His people, nor in their pellet. 10715 Sports
'Roundup
See hew new lower work-saiing design caves you time and effort!
when they are living in open sin. 10730 Mirror
Theater
Pick-up and panel Boors are as low as 221
/
2 inches from the ground
TO do so would matte Him a part- 1100 Life
Begins At 80
... knee-high for loading ease! Lower running boards for
Commonwealth Manager
ner In their sins, and that He has 11:00 Life
easier
Begins At 80
entr! I user hood for greater isibiIit
Box 8
always refused to be.
New low center of graiity
Throuith
Mayfield, Ky.
for estra stabilits_ seal.. handling ease!
Amos. God warned the people that
there was still time for th ?m to

ROARS IN FIRST AT JUAREZ

WSM-TV Program
Shedule

RUDOLPH—And The Blue-Nosed Reindeer

UR Motors
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KEYS KEEL

COMMONWEALTH

AP1NOUMCIPJo

BODGEW-LLII01 TWOS'

Brilliant new design opens
new era in trucking!

K. E. COX
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New

HOT demonstration at your Siegler dealer NOW!

As different from ordinary heaters

ASTrIS FROM rs,-.31o!
SIEGLER'S EXCLUSIVE PATENTED

TWO-IN-ONE NEATMAKER

"Es

HEAT THAT'S

4TIMES HOTTER ova year floors!

eel

\ sues Das"

Siegler•extra patented .nner heater. built right
in the. bnart
of in. hotteat See'captures the 7,
Fu.the-Flanw heat ttist's
Tm
ie* Witter than Sale o tale
beet
pours
this b ttua beat over your flours throughout
your bow%
mass you up to 50% in fwall

4

fa,

Bnerson

TV

!

New grille, integral fenders,
sparkling chrome! New colors!
New sleek lines! New Dodge
"Town Panel" combines brilliant
beauty with the greatest cubic
capacity of any /
1
2-ton panel!
New two-tone interiors! New
Dodge styling will build prestige
for any business!

America's Best Buy

sasaTIAME"
NO.2

20.at engina lina-ups!

BOST OltellIAST EATERS
waste-4 time hotter
heat up the chimney!
There's walling to atop it. csptor

POWERFUL NEW V-I's — FAMOUS THRIFTY 6's1

it
use it for your comfort
oeys said t-elLogs get hot,
stay cool. floors ota, cold, ofsung
your fat.: tilicAlara'
yam mom, emus ow Aime

Model 757
17-inch Screen

MOW.

America's Greatest Array of Truck Power! In addition
to
cost-cutting 6's, Dodge now oilers the most powerfu
l V-8
engines of any leading trucks! Available in 11
/
2-, 2-, and 2' I__ ton models . . . standartk-in-1-14-;---3=-;-144-:t0ri! Hemispherical
combustion chamber for high efficiency! Free book
tells how
high engine efficiency Saves you money. See us for your
copy!

$169.95
21 inch Table Model

$219.95

No cos* pi
to I

21 in :b Console Model

reqisiets
clean!

$269.95
For A-1 repairs on Radio &

Prove it yourself at year Siegler dealer
s with th. MATCH -TEST!

TV, or Antenna installation

New Dodge cabs offer real easy-chair comfort! New cab he:Iting and ventilating available! New sealing against dust, drafts!
New easy-to-see arrangement of instruments! New convenient
glovti-bol location! New higher, wider doors! Big. onc-mcc
e
windshield! rotal cab vision area of 2261 sq. in.... more than
any leading make! New value throughout!
Shorter conventional tractors make 35-ft. trailers legal anywhere-3,000 to 5,000 extra G.C.W. in 3-, 31
/
2-. and 4-ton, conventional models—and Power Steering available in 4-ton trucks!

SEE

NEW! Eno treater WEIS...yet still priced with the lowest! See them today!

URBAN G. STARKS & SON
South 12th

Phone 1142

MURRAY HOME
AUTO STORE
305 Main

Phone 1300

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
301 S. 4th Street . Phone 1000

